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Marc Levoy. Display or Surfaces from Volume Data (Under the direction of Henry Fuchs.) 

ABSTRACT 

Vo/U11U relldering is a technique for visualizing sampled scalar fields of three spatial 
dimensions without fitting gcomeuic primitives 10 the data. A color and a partial transparency 
are computed for each dala sample, and images are Conned by blending together contributions 
made by samples projecting 10 the same pixel on the picture plane. Quantization and aliasing 
irtifacts are reduced by avoiding thresholding during dala classification and by carefully resam
pling the dala during projection. This thesis presents an image-order volume rendering algo
rithm, demonstraiCS !hal it generates images of comparable quality to existing object-order algo
rithms, and offers several improvements. In particular, methods are presented for displaying iso
value con10ur surfaces and region boundary surfaces, for- rendering mixtures of analytically 
defined geometry and sampled fields, and for adding shadows and textures. Tillu techniques for 
reducing rendering cost are also presented: hierarchical spatial enumeration, adaptive termination 
of ray aacing, and adaptive image sampling. Case studies from two applications arc given: med
ical imaging and molecular graphics. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Visualization of scientific and medical data is a rapidly growing field within com purer 
graphics. A large subset of these applications involve sampled scalar fields, also known as 
volume data. Surfaces are commonly used to visualiu volume data because lhey succinctly 
present !he 30 configuration of complicated objects present in lhe data. In Ibis lhesis, we explore 
lhe use of isovalue contour surfaces to visualize molecular electron density maps and lhe use of 
region boundary surfaces to visualize computed tomography (CI) and magnetic resonance (MR.) 
data. Allhough we focus on display of surfaces, lhe algorilhms described in Ibis thesis can be 
modified to render partial! y lranSparent volumes as well. 

Previous techniques for displaying surfaces from volume data fall into two broad 
categories: surface-based rechniqws in which geometric surface primitives are tit to lhe sample 
array. and biiiQTY vo:ul rechniqws in which lhe sample array is convened into a binary voxel 
representation and projected directly onto lhe picture plane. Bolh approaches require making a 
binary classification of lhe incoming data. In lhe presence of small or poorly defined features, 
error-flee binary classitication is often impossible. Emn in classitication manifest themselves as 
visual artifacts in lhe generated image. These artifacts are ubiquitous, distracting, and have hin· 
dered acceptance of lhese visualizations by lhe user community. 

This lhesis explores a visualization technique called volume rentkring which is closely 
related to lhe binary voxel techniques, but does not require binary classification of lhe data. 
Images are formed by computing a color and partial transparency for all data samples and blend
ing togelher contributions made by samples projecting to similar points on lhe picture plane. The 
omission of a binary classification step does not preclude lhe display of surfaces as will be 
demonstrated. . The key improvement offered by volume rendering is that it provides a natural 
mechanism for representing classification uncenainty and lhus for displaying small. weak, or 
fuzzy features.' 

Chapter 2 surveys previous rechniques for displaying surfaces from volume data. presents a 
new volume rendering algorilhm based on ray tracing, demonstrares lhat it generates images of 
comparable quality to other volume rendering algorilhms, and describes techniques for displaying 
isovalue contour surfaces and region boundary surfaces using lhe new algorilhm. The material in 
lhis chaprcr first appeared in [Levoy87). In its present form, it represents lhe union of 
[Levoy88a) and [Levoy88b). 

Chapter 3 presents two techniques for laking advantage of spatial coherence in volume data 
to reduce lhe cost of tracing a ray: hierarchical spatial enumeration and adaptive termination of 
ray tracing. The speedups obtained using these optimizations are highly dependent on lhe deplh 
complexity of lhe scene. For lhe dataSCts studied, combined savings of up to an order of 

1The~ is c:umnlly aomc conlw:ion in the litenawre reaardina the terminoi.oiY used co desaibe these tedlniques. 
VolLllne rendering Ms been. defined in the ima1e proc:essina field lo GK:OmpUs any display methcd blsed on OYerpaintina 
o( voxds. ln. the campw:r ar.phics lilera"uw. it hu cane to dcnoce only trchniques t.sed on bJe:nciina of semi· 
lt'IIU:'p&mU. YOlll:elt. 'ThQ thesis follows ccmpuu:r Jr1;phiCI USIJ&. A more specific term. voiWJWUi~ ~DI'IpOiillltt. is 
~t~servcd for Llw poRion of a volume renderi.n& al&orilhm specific.a.Liy ~ted to the blcndinl c:alc:u.laliona. Funher disms· 
sion of this issue can be found in {Reynold.s&9, Lcvoy89b]. 
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magniwde over brute-force algorilhms have been observed. These techniques were first reponed 
in [Levoy88c) and are summarized in [Fuchs89a) and [Fuchs89c). 

Chaprer 4 discusses lhe use of adaptive image sampling for laking advantage of spatial 
coherence in images generated from volume data 10 reduce lhe number of rays lraced. The tech· 
nique can also be used 10 progressively refine image quatiry over an iniCI'Val of time. Using lhis 
approach, speedups of up 10 an order of magnitude wilh litlle degradation in subjective image 
quality have been observed. The technique first appeared in [Levoy88d), will appear in revised 
fonn in (Levoy89d], and is summarized in [Fuchs89a] and [Fuchs89c]. 

Chapter S presents two techniques for extending volume rendering 10 handle polygonally 
defined objeciS. The first melhod employs a hybrid ray 1racer capable of handling bolh geometric 
and volume dala. The second consists of 30 scan-converting lhe geomell'ic primitives in10 lhe 
volume dataset and rendering lhe resulting ensemble. Techniques are also described for casting 
shadows lhrough mixtures of geomelric and volume data and for adding tcxwre 10 volume 
renderings. This material was first reponed in [Levoy88e] and is summarized in [Fuchs89a] and 
[Fuchs89c]. 

Chaprer 6 compares lhe algOrilhm presentcd in lhis thesis wilh lhe approach talcen by 
researchers at Pixar, discusses some of lhe unsolved problems in volume rendering, and suggests 
10pics for future researeh. Portions of lhis matcrial first appeared in [Levoy89a) and will appear 
in revised fonn in [Levoy89c, Fuchs89a, Fuchs89b, Fuchs89c]. 
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CHAPTER II 

DISPLAYING SURFACES FROM VOLUME DATA 

2.1. Backaround 

The cunemly dominant technique for displaying surfaces from volume data consists of 
applying a surface detector to lhe sample array, fitting geometric primitives to lhe detected sur· 
faces, then rendering the resulting geometric representation. These surface-based techniques 
differ from one another mainly in the choice of primitives and the scale at which they are 
defined. ln the medical imaging field. a common approach is to apply thresholding to !he 
volume daJa. The resulting binary array can be renc1em1 by treating l's as opaque cubes having 
six polygonal faces (Herman79). ·This approach has been termed the cuberil/4 model [Chcn85). 
Alternatively, edge tracking can be applied on each slice to yield a set of c;ontours defining 
features of interest, then a mesh of polygons can be consll'UciCd connecting the contoun on adja
cent slices [Fuchs77, Pizer86]. For displaying isovalue surfaces, polygons can be fit to an 
approximation of the continuous scalar field within each voxcl [Lorenscn87, Clinc88]. Other 
techniques based on lilting of geometric: primitives are surveyed in [Hennan82). 

Anolbct broad category of methods for displaying surfaces from volume data are the biliary 
voul techniques in which data samples are mapped directly to image pixels, omitting tbc inter· 
mediate geometric represenlation. Hidden-surface removal is commonly implemented by thres
holding the data and painting voxels in back-to-front [Friedcr851 or from·to-back [Gordon85] 
order. Alternatively, rays can be traced from an observer position through the data, stopping 
when an opaque object is encountered [GoldwasscrSS, Goldwasscr86a, Schlussclbcrg86, 
Troussct87, Hochnc87, Hochnc88a). Because volume data samples, unlilcc geometric JXimitives, 
have no defined extent. resampling becomes an important issue. Zeroth or first order interpola
tion is commonly used. If the binary representation is augmented with tbc local grayscale gra· 
dient at each voxel, subslantial improvements in surface shading can be oblained [Hoehne86, 
Goldwasser86b, Schlussc!bcrg86, Trousset87]. 

AU of these techniques suffer from the common problem of having to make a binary 
classification decision at some stage of the rendering process: either a surface passes through !he 
cunent voxel or it does not. Since classification is perfonned on a bandlimited representation of 
the original scene, small or poorly defined features are often incorrecU y classified. When the 
results of the erroneous classification are displayed, they appear as image artifacts, specilically 
spurious surfaces (false positives) or erroneous holes in surfaces (false negatives). 

To avoid these problems, researchers have begun exploring volume mrd4ring, a variant of 
!he binary voxel techniques in which a color and a partial opacity is assigned to each voxel. 
Images are fanned from the resulting colored semi-transparent volume by blending together vox
els projecting to similar points on the picture plane. The omission of binary classilic:ation does 
not preclude the display of surfaces. The key improvement offered by volume rendering is !hal it 
eliminates the necessity of making a binary classification of the data, thus providing a mechanism 
for displaying poorly defined fcallll'es. 

Early predecessors of !his technique include the usc of struCtured systems of panicles or 
points to model smoke [Csuri79), tire [Reeves83], vegetation [Reeves85], and geometrically 
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defined swfaces [Caunull74, Rubin80, Levoy8S]. More closely relaled to the present technique 
is the use of spatially ordered volume densities to model clouds [Biinn82] and other aanospheric 
phel\lllllena ~iya84]. 

Researchers at Pixar, Inc. of San Rafael, California appear to be the first to use volume 
rendering. Their technique was demonstrated publicly at NCGA '85, described in general terms 
in [Smith87], and presented in derail in [Drebin88]. It consists of estimating occupancy fractions 
for each of a set of materials that might be present in a voxel, computing from these fractions a 
color and a partial opacity for each voxel, geomeaically lllii1Sforming each slice of voxels from 
object-space to image-space, projecting it onto the image plane, and blending it together with the 
projection fmnecl by previous slices. 

The algorithm presented in this chaprcr was developed independendy of Pixar's. It is simi· 
tar in general approach, but computes colors and opacities direcdy from the scalar value of each 
voxel and renders the resulting volume by tracing viewing rays from an observer position through 
the daweL It is not clear that omission of an explicit intermediate material occupancy n:presen· 
tation imposes any fundamental limitations. The use of an image-order rather than an object· 
order rendering algorithm has signiJicant advantages, howe"Va", as will be demonstrated in 
chapters 3 and 4. A more comprehensive comparison of these two aptXIIIIdles is given in chaprcr 
6. 

Recent advances in volume rendering include alrcrna&ivo shading models for displaying Sta· 
tistical properties of datasets [SabeUa88], more accunte visibility calculations for displaying 
numerical simulation dara [Upson88], a parallelizable object-order volume rellderiJig algorithm 
[Westovcr89], and application of volume rendering rcclmiquea 10 di117"'lS1ic radiology [Scott87, 
F'ISbman87]. 

Z.l, Brute-foJU renderlna algorithm 

The remainder of Ibis chaprcr is devoted to considcralion of the brule-f'olce volume render· 
ing algorithm outlined in liJUR! 2.1. We becin with a 3D array of scalar values. Depending on 
the application. preparation of this amy may require a number of pre-processing steps such as 
correction for non-ordloconaJ sampling lrids in electron density 111o1ps, comction for patient 
motion in computed tomography (CI) data. contrast enhancement, and inlelpOiation of additional 
samples. For simplicity, let us assume that the amy forms a cube measurinJ N voxell on a side. 
In this thesis, we treat voxell as point samples of a contillllO!II function dlher than as volumes of 
homogeneous value. Voxels are indexed by a veaor I • (tJJc) where i.j.lc • l, ... .N. and the 
value of voxel I is denoted J{l), This amy is used as input 10 the shading model described in 
section 2.2.1, yieldinc a color C(l) for each voxel. Color is either a scalar (producing a mono
chrome image) or a three-component vector (red, green, blue}; both are used in this thesis. In a 
separate step, the amy is used as input to one of the classification procedures des:ribed in sec· 
lion 2.2.2. yieldinc an opacity a(i) for each voxel. 

Parallel rays are then llliCed into the data from an observer position as shown in figure 2.2. 
Let us assume that the imale is a square measuring P pixels on a side. and that one ray is cast 
per pixel Pixels and hence 111ys are indexed by a vecror u • (11,v} where 11,v • I, .•. .P. For 
each 111y, a vector of colors and opacities is computed by resampllng the dara at W evenly spaced 
locations along the Illy and ailinearly inrcrpolating from the colors and opacities in the eight vox· 
els surroundinc each sample location as shown in figure 2.3. Samples are indexed by a vecror 
U = (u,v,w) where (u,v) identilies the Illy, and w • I, ... ,W corresponds to distance along the 
IllY with w • I being closest to the eye. The· color and opacity of sample U are denoted C(U) 
and a(U) respectively. Finally, a fully opaque bacqround is draped behind the daweL and the 
resampled colors and opacities are composited with each other and with the bacltsround as 
described in section 2.2.3 to yield a color for the 111y. This color is denoted C(u}. 
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1.2.1. Calculation or voxel colors 

Using the rendering algorithm presented above, the mapping from scalar value to color pro· 
vides 30 shape cues, but does not participate in the classification operation. Accordingly, a 
shading model was selected that provides a satisfactory illusion of smooth surfaces at a reason-
able cost. The model chosen is due to [Phong75]: · 

C(i) = .1:
1 

+ ~2 d(i) [ C,,c. + t. c,[k.{N(i)·L,) + k,(N(i)·H,)"J] (2.1) 

for parallel light sources s = 1 •... .S where 

C(l) • color of voxel I, 

c.= color of ambient light source. 

C, = color of light source s, 

k. = ambient reflection coefficient of surface, 

Jc4 • diffuse reflection coefficient of surface, 

Jc, • specuias reflection coefficient of surface, 

11 = exponent used to approximate speculas highlight, 

.1:1, ~ • constants used in lineas approximation of depth-<:ueing, 

d(l) • perpendiculas distanCe from voxel Ito the obscrvcr, 

N(i) • surface nonnal at voxel I, 

L, = nonnalized vector in disection of light source s, 

H, = surface nonnal yielding maximum highlight due to light souree s. 

Since parallel light sources are used. the L,'s are constants. Furthermore, 

V+L, 
H,• IV+ L,l 

where 

V = nonnalized vector in direction of observer. 

Since an orthographic projection is used, V and hence each H, is, constant. Finally. the surface 
nonnal is given by 

. .JLill.. 
N(l) = IVj(i)l 



where cite gradient vector Vfti) is approximated using lite operator 

Y'Jtl) = VJtij.lc) = 

[ t ~i+lj.lc)- Jti-tj.Jc)). ~ ~iJt-IJc)-Jti,f-IJcl). ~ ~ij.lc+l)-Jtij.lc-t))). 

2.2.2. Calculatioa of voxel opacities 
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The mapping from acquired data to opacity performs lite essential wlr. of surface 
classification. We will fi~t consider lite rendering of isovalue contour surfaces in electron den· 
sity maps, i.e. surfaces defined by points of equal electron density. Next. we will consider cite 
rendering of region boundary surfaces in computed tomography (C'I) and magnetic resonance 
(MR) data. i.e. surfaces bounding tissues of constant CT or MR number. 

2.2.2.1. Isovalue coatour surfaces ia electroa deasity mapa 

Determining cite structure of large molecules is a difficult problem. The melhod most com
monly used is ab initio interpretation of electron density maps, which represent the averaged den· 
sity of a molecule's electrons as a function of position in 3-space. These maps are obtained from 
X-ray diffraction studies of crystallized samples of the molecule [GiuskerSS]. Currellt medlods 
for visualizing electron density maps include staCks of isovalue contour lines, ridge lines arranged 
in 3-space so as to connect local maxima [Williams82], and basket meshes representing isovalue 
contour surfaces [Purvis86], 

One obvious way to display isovalue contour surfaces directly from a sample amy is to 
opaquely render all voxels having values greaaer lhan some lhreshold. Tbis prodllCCI 30 regions 
of opaque voxels cite outermost layer of which is the desired isovalue surface. Unfonunalely, 
chis solution prevents display of multiple concentric semi-transparent surfaces, a very useful capa" 
bility. Using a window in piau of a threshold does not solve the problem. If the window is too 
narrow. holes appear. If it too wide, display of multiple surfaces is c:onstrlined. In addition, the 
use of thresholds and windows introduces artifacts into the image that are not present in the data. 

Tbe classification proc:edure employed in this thesis begins by assigning an opacity a. to 
voxels having selected value f,. and assigning an opacity of zero to all other voxels. In ordu to 
avoid aliasing artifacts. we would also like voxels having values close to f, to be assigned opaci· 
ties close to a,.. Tbe most pleasing image is obl&ined if the thickness of this transition region 
stays constant throughout the volume. We approximate chis effect by having the opacity fall off 
as we move away from cite selected value at a rate inversely proportional to lite magnitude of the 
local gradient vector. 

Tbis mapping is implemented using cite expression 

I if IY'Jtl)l a 0 andfti) :of, 

a(i) =a. I 1f, - Jti) I 
I --; : IY'Jti)l : if IY'Jti)l > 0 andfti)- rlY'Jti)l Sf, S/ti) + rlY'Jti)l (2.2) 

0 otherwise 

where r is the desired thickness in voxels of the lr.lnSition region and the gradient vector is 
approximated using the operator given in section 2.2. I. A graph of a(i) as a function of Jti) and 
IY'Jti)l for typical values off,. a,., and r is shown in figure 2.5. 
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U more than one isovalue surface is to be displayed in a single image, they can be 
classitied separately and their opacities combined. SpeciticaUy, given selected values 
f,, 11 s 1 •••• .N. N :l: 1, opacities o,. and tillllsition region thicknesses r,, we can use ""uation . . -. 
(2.2) 10 compute o.(i), then apply the relation 

N 
o,.,(i) "' I - f1 (I - <X.(i)). (2.3) .. , 

2.2.%.2. Regloa boundary surfaces ia 3D medical data 

From a densitometric point of view, the human body is a complex arrangement of biologi
cal tissues each of which is fairly homogeneous and of predictable composition. Clinicians are 
mostly interested in the boundaries between tissues, from which the sizes and spatial relationships 
of anatomical features can be inferred. 

Although many researchers use isovalue contolD' surfac:es for the display of 3D medical 
data. it is not clear that they are well suited for that purpose. The reason can be explained 
briedy as follows. Given an anatomical 51;ene containilig twO tissue types A and B having values 
f.. and f,1 where f,. < /,

1
, data acquisition will produce voxels having values /{f) such that 

!., S j{l) Sf.,. Thin features of !issue r:ype B may be represented by regions in which all voxels 
bear values less than f.,. Indeed. there is no threshold value pl:8ler than f,. guaranteed to detect 
arbiuarily lhin regions of type B, and thresholds c!cne 10 1 •• are as Ulcely 10 detect noise as sig· 
nal. 

The procedure employed in this thesis is based on the following simplified model of ana
romical 51;enes and the CT (or MR) scanninJ process. We assume lhat scenes contain an arbi· 
trary number of tissue types bearing CT numbm falling Wilhia a small neighborhood of some 
known value. We furlher ISSIIIM that tissues of each type touch tissues of at mos& twO other 
types in a given 51;ene. Finally, we assume that. if we order the r:ypes by CT number. then each 
type touches only r:ypes adjacent 10 it in the ordering. Formally, given N tissue r:ypes bearing CT 
numbers f,, n = 1. •.• .N. N :l: 1 such that f, <f, 

1
, "' .. l, •.. .N-1, then no tissue of CT . . -

number f, touches any tissue of CT number f, . fnt-n:tl > I. 
~ ~ 

If these criteria are met. each tissue r:ype can be assigned an opacity and a piecewise linear 
mapping can be constructed that conver~S voxel value f,, ro opacity a.,. voxel value /,~ 1 to opa· 
city a.~,· and intennediate voxel values to intermediate opacilies. Note that all voxels are typi
cally mapped to some non-zero opacity and will thus contribute to the final image. This scheme 
insures that thin regions of tissue will stiU appear in the image, even if only as faint wisps. Note 
also that violation of the adjacency criteria leads to voxcls that cannot be unambiguously 
classitied as belonging 10 one region boundary or another and hence cannot be rendered correctly 
using this method. 

The superimposition of multiple semi-transparent surfaces such as skin and bone can sub
stantially enhance the comprehension of CT or MR dasa. In order 10 obtain such effectS using 
volume rendering, we would lilce to suppress the opacity of tissue interiors while enhancing the 
opacity of their bounding surfaces. We implement this by scaling the opacities computed above 
by the magnitude of the local gradient vector. 

Combining these two operations. we obtain a set of expressions 
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a(l) • IV./{1)1 [
.1{1) -!., ) [/·~· - ./{1)} . a._, /, -/, +a., /, -/, If/., S./{1) S/.~1 ..... "• ..... "• (2.4) 

0 om~~ 

for " • I, . . . .N-1, N ~ I. The gradient vector is approximated using me opcra10r given in sec
tion 2.2.1. A graph of a(l) as a function of j{i) and IVJ(l)l for lhrcc tissue typeS A, B. and c. 
having typical values of/ ••• /.,./.c' a. •. a.,. and a.c is shown in figure 2.6. 

2.2.3. Volumetric compositing 

The blcndinJ of colon and opacities along a viewing ray is pcrfcrmed using vol~tric 
composilillg, an approximation to me visibility calculalions required to render a semi-transparent 
gel. The foUowing development is adopted loosely fran [Biinn82). The visibility memod 
derived in [Sabc.Ua88] for a vuyinl density emiucr follows similar linea. Let us detine a gel as a 
trlllisparent medium in whidl a large number of 01*\UO spherical panicles of fixed radius, non
uniform disuibution, and varying reflectance are suspended. Out approximation considers me 
effect of inter-particle shadowing along me line of sight, but ignorea inter-panicle shadowing 
along lines of iUumination .and ignore& inter-particle scauering. 

Figure 2.4 shows me rectangular beam defined by projecting a pixel rhroulh image space. 
~t us decompose .mis beam into slabs numbered I lluough W, frOnt-tO-back. each having unit 
volume. Let us rwar assume that me density and brighmess of particles in a single slab is 
fixed, i.e. slab w in me figure contains exactly 11w randomly distributed particles of radius p and 
briahmess B,.. Let us now consider me brishtness due to a a cylindrical sub-beam of radius p as 
shown in me figuze. The interSection of each slab with the sub-beam defines a sub-slab having 
volume V... If me density of panicles in each slab is low, and we consk!er a particle ro lie in a 
sub-slab only if the particle center lies wimin me sub-slab boundaries, Wn me probability mat 
.one or more panicles occupies sub-slab w is given by die Poisson density 

P(>O;V,.) • 1- P(O;V..) • I- i'"-v•. (2.5) 

II mere are one or more panicles in sub-slab wand no panicles in sub-slabs I throulh w-1, dlen 
the brighmess seen at the 10p of the cylinder will be brighmess B,.. Since each slab is indepen
dent. me joint probability of mil event is given by 

. v - v 
P(>O;V,..O;V1, •• • • O;v_,). P(:>O;V..) P(O;V1) • • • P(O;v_,) • (1- •-... ")II •-. •. (2.6) 

••• 
The expected brightness due to the entire rectangular beam is 1llcn given by 

w ~ -· ) B .. l: 8..(1 - t """>II t-. . 
-• w•l 

(2.7) 

Volume terms drop out because they sum to unity. 

We can simplify this expression slightly by defining me opacity a.. of unit volume slab w 
using lhe exponential relation (Johns83) 

a..•i-1""-. (2.8) 

Substiwting, the expcctCd brightness is now given by 

B ,. f rs_a,. IT (I - a.,)). 
-l [ ••I 

(2.9) 

.. 



.. 
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Solving for the brightness 8 1, •.. ,w due to slabs 1 through w in umns of the brightness 8 1, ...• - 1 
due to slabs I through w-1 and the brightness 8. and opacity a,. of slab w gives us the relation 

(2.10a) 

where 

(2.10b) 

This Cannula appears frequently in the image compositing literature [Levoy78, Wallace81, 
Porter84] as a method for combining colored partially transparent 20 images. The latter two 
papen derive alternative fonnulations for compositing from back to front or from front to back 
(as above) with equivalent results. The volume rendering algorithms in [Levoy88b] and [Ore· 
bin88) process data from back to front, while the algorithms in [Sabella88) and [Upson88] 
operate from front to back. In the present algorithm, we worlc from front to baclc, compositing 
the color and opacity at each sample location wuJu the ray in the sense of [Poncr84]. 
Specitically, the color C..,(u;U) and opacity a....(u;U) of ray u after processing sample U is 
related to the color Cu.(u;U) and opacity a;.(u;U) of the my before processing the sample and the 
color C(U) and opacity a(U) of the sample by the relation 

C..,(u;U) = Cu.(u;U) + C(U)(l- a;.(u;U)) (2.lla) 

and 

Ct..,(u;U) = a;.(u;U) + a(U)(l - a;.(u;U)). (2.llb) 

where C,.(u;U) = C..,(u;U)a;.(u;U), c ... (u;U) • c • ..cu:U)Ct..,(u;U), and C(U)"' C(U)CL(U). 

After all samples along_ a ray have been processed. the color C{u) of the ray is obtained 
from the expression C(u) "' C.,.(u;W) I a_.,(u;W) where W = (u,v,W). If a fully opaque back· 
ground is draped behind the dataset at w' = W + I and compositcd under the ray after it has 
passed through the data. then a_,.(u;W') " I where W' = (u,v,w'), and this nonnallzaticn step can 
be omitted. · 

2.3. Implementation details 

The complete brute-force rendering algorithm is summarized in pseudo-code as foUows: 

procedure RenderVolliiM1() begin 

(Compute color and opacity for each voxel in dataset) 
for all I in DallUet do begin 

ComputtOpaeiry(i); 
if a(l) > 0 then 

ComputeColor(i); 
end 

[Trace ray from each pixel in image) 
for all u In Image do 

TraccRay1(u); 

Displaylmage1( ); 

end RendtrVolliiM1• 



procedure TractRay1(u) begin 

C(u) ; .. 0; 

a(u) ;:o 0; 
x1 :- First(u); 

x2 := Last(u); 

U1 := f/mage(x,)l: 

u2 :• ~mage(xl) j; 
(Loop through all samples falling within data) 
ror U :s U 1 to U2 do be1in 

end 

X :• Objtct(U); 

(U sample opacity > 0,) 
(then resample eolor and composite in10 ray) 
a(U) :- Sampk(a.;t); 

ir a(U) > 0 then begin 

end 

C(U) :- Samplt(C.x); 
C(u) :,. C(u) + C(U)(I - a(u)); 

a(u) :- a(u) + a(U)(l - a(u)); 

end TraceRay1• 
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The CompwtOpacity procedura calculates the opacity of a voxel using one of equalions 
(2.2) or (2.4) and loads it iniO an array. The CompwtColor procedure calculates the eolor of a 
voxel using equalion (2.1) and loads it iniO another array. The TraceRay1 procedure nces a ray 
iniO the arrays of colon and opacities loads the resulting color iniO an image array. The Display· 
lmage1 procedure displays the image array. 

The First and Last procedures accept a ray index and return the object-space coordinates of 
the points where the ray enters and leaves the dara respec:tively. These coordinates are denoted 
by real vec10rs of the fonn x = (%,y,z) where I S ~~ S N. The Objtet and Image procedures 
conven between object-space coordinates and image-space coordinates. Although these calcula· 
lions normally require maaix multiplications, they can be simpWied for the resaicted case of an 
orthographic viewing projection by reraining the coordinates computed in the previous invocation 
and using differencing. The Sampk procedute accepts a 3D array of colors or opacities and the 
object-space coordinates of a poinc. and retutnS an approximation 10 the color or opacity at that 
point by trilinea.rly interpolating from the eight sutrounding voxels. 

The minimum memory required for the algorithm is 2N3 bytes 10 hold a monochrome color 
and opacity for each voxel and P2 bytes 10 hold a monochrome oucput image. The lime required 
10 calculate voxel opacities is proportional to the nutnber of voxels in tlte dataset. Given scalar 
value /(1) and gradient magnitude IV/(i)l, the computation of each opacity a(i) can be imple
mented with one lookup table reference. The lime required 10 calculate voxel colors is propor
tional 10 the number of non-empty voxels (voxels whose opacity is non-zero). Given scalar value 
/(i), sutface normal vec10r N(i), and a pre-computed table of depth cueing attenUation fractions, 
the computation of each color C(l) requires ten multiplications, six additions, and one exponentia
tion per light source. 
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The cost of finding all non-empty samples along a viewing ray is proportional to the length 
of the ray clipped to the boundaries of the dataset. ll we assume an onhographic viewing projec
tion. in which case sample coordinates can be efficienLiy calculated using diffenmcing, the testing 
of each sample opacity a(U) requires three additions, one trilinear interpolation, and a com
parison. The cost of compositing non-empty samples is proportional to the number found. Since 
sample opacity a(U) has already been computed, the computation of sample color C(V) and new 
ray color C(u) requires only one additional trilinear interpolation and two linear interpolations. 

2.4. Simple techniques ror reducing computational expense 

This algorithm consists of several steps: shading, classification, ray lracing, resampling, and 
com positing. Each ·step is contrOUed by user·selecrable parameterS and . produces as ou1pu1 a 
sampled scalar or vector-valued volume. For animation sequences in which only a subset of the 
conaolling parameters change from frame to frame, lhese intennediar.e resulrs can be stored in 
arrays, and only !hose calculations whose parameters ~ge need be repeated on each frame. 

A common type of sequence is one in which lhe object and light sources are fixed and the 
observer moves. If specular reflection is removed from the shading model, voxel color becomes 
invariant and need be computed only once. This .optimization subswuially reduces image gen· 
eration time, but !he consequent lack of continually changing surface reflections malces it difficult 
to reliably distinguish surface orientation from surface albedo. 

If the light soprces move relative to the object, but the observer stays motionless, the depth 
along each viewing ray at which !he first non-empty voxel is encounleled does not change. This 
deplh can be recorded in an array during generation of lhe first frame in a sequence and used to 
speed generation of subsequent frames. Hoehne repons success using a similar deplh buffer in 
his own worli; [Hoehne88b). If !he shading model includes multiple light sourte5 only one of 
which is moving, the conaibution made by the stationary sources can be pre-computed and added 
on each frame to lhe conaibution computed for the moving source (assuming that multiple 
scauering effects are ignored). 

Another common type of sequence is one in which the object. light source, and the 
observer are all fixed, and only voxel opacities are ~JCCI. For example, users frequenLiy aslc 
for some means of highlighting and interactively moving a 3D region of interest. The notion of 
creating the voxels inside a defined region differenLiy from the rest of a dataset has been explored 
exr.ensively by Hoehne [Hoehne87, Hoehne88a]. In the context of volume rendering, one way to 
highlight such a region is to increase the opacity of voxels inside the region and to decrease !he 
opacity of voxels outside the region. In some cases (such as figures 2.13 and 2.14), it is prefer· 
able to perform the inverse transfonnation, decteasing the opacities of voxels inside the region of 
interest. 

As a final note, the local gradient vector at each voxel is a function only of the input data 
and does not depend on any of the contrOlling parameters. If this vector is pre-computed for all 
voxels, calculation of new opacities following a change in classification parameters entails only 
generation of a new looli:up table foUowed by one table reference per voxeL 

2.5. Simple techniques tor Improving image quality 

Although the notation used in equation (2.11) has been borrowed from the literature of 
image compositing, the analogy is not exact, and the differences are fundamental. Volume data 
consists of samples talcen from a bandlimited 3D scene, whereas the dara acquized from an image 
digitizer consists of samples lali:en from a bandlimited 2D projection of a 3D scene. Unless we 
reconstruct the original scene that gave rise 10 our volume data, we cannot compute an accurate 
projection of it. Volume renderihg reconstrucrs only the bandlimited scene, not !he original. The 
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surfaces lhat appear in volume rendered images are therefore renditions of fuzzy surfaces present 
in the bandlimited scene, not anti-aliased renditions of surfaces present in the original scene. 

Widtin the comext of the present algorithm, blwring and supersampUng are usefuiiOols for 
improving surface renditions. If the array of ato:quired values are blurred slighdy during data 
preparation, the overshalp surfato:e silhoueucs occasionally exhibircd by volume renderings are 
softened. Alrcrnatively, we can apply blwring 10 the opat;ities gene:arcd by the classification 
procedure, but leave the shading untouched. This has the effed of soCrcning silhouctrcs without 
adversely affecti.ng the crispness of surface del3.il. 

The decision 10 reduce aliasing at the expense of resolution arises from two conflicting 
goals: generating artifact-free images and !tecping rendering costs low, In practice, the slight loss 
in image sharpness might not be disadvantageous. Indeed. it is not clear that the ato:curacy 
afforded by more expensive visibility calculations is useful, at least for the typeS of data con· 
sidered in this study. Blwry silhouetrcs have less visual impact, but they reflect the true impreci· 
sion in our knowledge of surfato:e locations. 

An alrcmative means for improving image quality is super-sampling. The basic idea is 10 
interpOlate additional samples between the acquired ones prior 10 compositing. If the inlelpOia· 
lion method is a good one, the accuracy of the visibility cak:ulations is improved, reducing some 
kinds of aliasing. AnOiher option is 10 apply this interPOlation during data preparation. Although 
this alrcmative substantiaUy increases computational expense in the rema.inda' of the pipeline, it 
improves the accuracy of shading and classification as well as visibility calculations. 

2.6. Case studies 

To iUustrale how this algorithm bebaves on typical dmsets, let us considei' several exam
ples. The lirst is a 113 x 113 x 113 voxcl ponion of an elecaoa density map for the prorcin 
cytoduome BS. Figure 2. 7 shows four slices spaced 10 voxels apan in this dawet. Each whit· 
ish cloud ieptc:::c:.ltl a single atOm. Using the shading and claasilication calculations described in 
sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.1. colors and opa~:ities were computed for eato:h voxcl in the expanded 
daweL These cak:ulations required 30 seconds on a Sun 4/280. Ray aacing, n:sampling, and 
compositing were performed as described in the inttoduction 10 section 2.2 and in section 2.2.3 
and took 30 seconds, yielding the image in ligure 2.8. 

Figures 2.9 and 2.10 were generarcd from a compurcd 10mography (CI) stUdy of a cadaver 
acquired as 113 slices of 256 x 2S6 samples each. Using the shading and classification cak:ula
tions described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2. two sets of colors and opcities were compurcd, one 
showing lhe air-skin inte:face and a second showing the tissue-bone inrcrface. The computation 
of each set required 2 minurcs. Two views were then compurcd from each set of colors and opa· 
cities, producing four images in all as shown in figure 2.9. The c:Omputation of each view 
required an additional 2 minurcs. The horizontal bands through the patient's rceth in these 
images are artifacts due 10 scatrcring of X-rays from dental tiDings and are present in the 
acquired data. The bands across her foRhead and under het chin in th!l air-skin images are 
gauze bandages used 10 immobilize her head during scanning. Her skin and nose canilage are 
rendered semi·lransparendy over the bone surface in the tissue-bone images. 

Figure 2.10 was gene:arcd by combining halves from each of the two sets of colors and 
opacities already computed for figure 2.9. Heighrcned uanspan:ncy of the temporal bone and the 
bones surrounding the maxillary sinuses • more evident in moving sequences lhan in a static view 
• is due to generalized osrcoporosis. It is worth noting that rendering rcchniques employing 
binary classification decisions would likely display holes here insrcad of lhin, wispy surfaces. 

The dalaSel used in figures 2.11 and 2.12 is of lhe same cadaver, but was acquired as 113 
slices of 512 x 512 samples each. Figlire 2.11 was generarcd using the same procedure as for 
figure 2.9, but casting four rays per slice in the vertical direction in order 10 comet for the aspect 
ratio of the dataset. Figure 2.12 was generated by expanding lhe dataset to 452 slices using a 
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cubic B·spline in lhe vertical direction, lhcn generating an image from the larger daraset by cast· 
ing one ray per slice. As expected, more detail is apparent in tigwe 2.12 than llgwe 2.11. 

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 exemplify some of lhc types of animation sequences discussed in 
section 2.4. In these two figwes, lhe daraset used in figwe 2.9 has been rendered in color 10 
show boclt bone and soft tissue, and the opacities of all voxels inside a cube-shaped region above 
lhe right eye have been saled down 10 nearly zero. To avoid aliasing artifacts, the transition 
from scaled to unscalcd opacities has been spread over a disrance of several voxels. To further 
improve the visualization, voxels in the uansition zone have been shaded as if the region of 
interest contained air ratller than tissue. The effect of this extra step is 10 cap off ana10mical 
strUcturea where they enter the region of interest. Figwe 2.14 is identical 10 figure 2.13 except 
that tile region o! interest and light source have been moved. More evident in a moving 
sequence tllan in still images. moving lhe light source helps resolve ambiguities in 3D shapes and 
object relationships. 

Features not meeting the adjacency criteria described in section 2.2.2.2 include internal soft 
tissue organs in cr swdles and most strUctures in MR studies. Figurea 2.15 and 2.16 illustrate 
one possible strategy for rendering these features. The left pair of images in figwe 2.1 S show a 
slice and a volume rendering from a 256 x 256 x 156 voxel magnetic resonance (MR) study of a 
human head. The apparent mottling of the facial surface in lhc volume rendering is due 10 noise 
in tile acquired data. In order 10 display the cortical surface, tile overlying tissues were removed 
by manually erasing selected voxels on each slice. The right pair of images and figure 2.16 show 
a slice and two volume renderings from lhe edited dalasel. Since the boundary between erased 
and unerased voxels falls within tissues that are rendered transparently, the boundary is not seen 
in lhc volume rendering and need ·not be specified precisely. In othez wallis, tile user is not 
called upon to define surface geomeay. but merely to isolate a region of interest. 

2..1. Summary and discussloa 

Volume rendering has been shown 10 be an effective modality for the display of surfaces 
from sampled scalar fields of three spatial dimensions. As demonstrated by the figures, it can 
generate images exhibiting approximately equivalent resolution, yet fewer interpretation errors, 
than techniques relying on geometric primitives or binary voxel representations. 

Despite its advantages, volume rendering bas several problems. The omission of an inter· 
mediale geometric representation makes selection of appropriate shading parameters critical 10 
tile effectiveness of the visualization. Slight changes in opacity ramps or inteiJlOI.ation methods 
radically alter !he features that are seen as weU as the overall quality of the image. For example, 
the thickness of tile transition region surrounding the isovalue con10ur surfaces described in sec· 
lion 2.2.21 stays consrant only if the local gradient magnitude stays constant within a radius of r 
voxels around each point on tile surface. The time and ensemble averaging inherent in X-ray 
crystallography usually yields suitable data, but there are considerable variations among datasets. 
Algorithms are needed tllat au10matically select an optimum value for r based on the chatacteris· 
tics of a particular dataseL 

Volume rendering is also very sensitive 10 artifacts in tile acquisition process. For exam· 
pie, cr scanners generally have anisotropic spatial sensitivity. This problem manifests itself as 
striping in images. Witlt live subjects. patient motion is also a serious problem. Since shading 
calculations are s1rongly dependent on the orientation of the local gradient, slight misalignments 
between adjacent slices produce s1rong striping. 

An alternative solution for features not meeting the adjacency criteria described in section 
2.2.2.2 would be to combine volume rendering witlt high-level object definition metltods such as 
[Gauch88] in an interactive setting. Initial visualizations, made without lhe benefit of object 
definition, would be used 10 guide scene analysis and segmentation algoritllms. which would in 
tum be used 10 isolate regions of interest, producing a beuer visualization. If the output of such 
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sesmcnraticn algorithms included confidence levels or probabilities, they could be mapped to 
opacity and thus modulate &he appearance of the image. 
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Figure 2.1: Overview of brute-force volume rendering algorithm 
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Figure 2.2: Coordinate systems used in brute-force algorithm 
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Figure 2.3: Ray tracing and resampling steps 
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Figure 2.4: Volumetric compositing calculations 
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Figure 2.5: Calculation of opacities for isovalue contour surface 
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Figure 2.6: Calculation of opacities for region boundary surfaces 
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Figure 2.7: Representative slices from 113 x 113 x 113 voxel 
electron density map of cytochrome 85 

Figure 2.8: Volume rendering of isovalue contour surface 
from dataset shown in figure 2. 7 
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Figure 2.9: Volume renderings of region boundary surfaces 
from 256 x 256 x 113 voxel CT dataset of human head 

Figure 2.10: Rotated view of same dataset 
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.. 

Figure 2.11 : Rendering of 512 x 512 x 113 voxel CT dataset 

Figure 2. ofsame dataset ' 
after interpolation to 51 x 512 x 452 voxels 
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Figure 2.13: Color rendering of CT dataset showing bone, soft tissue, and 
3D region of interest formed by scaling down opacity of selected voxels 

Figure 2.14: View of same dataset following repositioning of 
region of interest and light source 



n,.;,.,in:"l and edited slices and volume renderings 
x 156 voxel MR dataset of human head 

Figure 2.16: Rotated view of edited dataset 
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CHAPTERni 

REDUCING THE COST OF TRACING A RAY 

3.1. Background 

One of the principal drawbacks of the volume rendering algorithm presented u1· the pre;;. 
ous chapter is its coSL Since all voxels participate in the generation of each image, rendering 
time grows linearly with the size of the daraseL This chapter presents two rechniques for reduc· 
ing the expense of U'IK:ing a ray through volume data. 

The first optimiution is based on the observation that many darase~a contain coherent 
regions of empty voxels. In the conrext of volame rendering, a voxel is detined as empty if its 
opacity is zero. Techniques for encod\ng coherence in volume data include octree hiecarchical 
spatial enumerations (Meagher82), polygonal representations of bounding surfaces [Fuchs77, 
Pizer86). and octree representations of bounding surfaces [0argantini86]. The algorithm 
presenred in this chaprer employs an octree enumeration similar 10 that of Meagher, but 
represents the enumeration by a pyramid of binary volumes or complete ocrree [Y au83] rather 
than by a condensed representation. The present alaofithm also dift'ers from the wort of 
Meagher in that it renders data in image order, Le. by U'IK:ing viewing rays from an observer 
position through the octree, while Meagher renders in object order, i.e. by 1raversing the octree 
in depth·tirst manner while following a consistent direction through space. 

The sec.ond optimiution is based on the observation that once a ray has suuck an opaque 
object or has progressed a suf6cient distance through a semi·aansparent object, opacity accumu
lares to a level . where the color of the ray stabilizes and ray !raCing can be terminated. Many 
alsorithms for displaying medical data stop after encountering the first surface or the first opaque 
voxel. In this guise, the idea has been reported in (Ooldwasser86b, Schlussclberg86. Trousset87] 
and perhaps elsewhere. In volume rendering, surfaces are not explicitly detected. Instead, they 
appear in the image as a nawral byproduct of the stepwise accumulation of color and opacity 
along each ray. Adaptive termination of ray !raCing can be added to the present algorithm by 
stopping each ray when its opacity reaches a user·selected threshold level. 

The speedup obtained using these optimiutions is highly dependent on the depth complex
ity of the scene. In this thesis, we focus on visualizations consisting of opaque or semi
lranSpai'Cnt surfaces. A plot of opacity along a line perpendicular to one of these surfaces typi· 
cally exhibits a bump shape several voxels wide. and voxels not in the vicinity of surfaces have 
an opacity of zero. For these scenes. savings of up to an order of magnitude over the brute·force 
algorithm described in the previous chapter has been observed. For scenes consisting solely of 
opaque surfaces. the cost of generating images has been observed to grow nearly linearly with 
the size of the image rather than linearly with the size of lhe daraseL 
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3.2. Two optimization techniques 

3.2.1. Hierarchical enumeration of dataset 

The first optimization teChnique we consider is hierarchical spatial enumeration. For a 
dataset measuring N voxels on a side when N • 2M+ I for some imeger M, we represent lhis 
enumeration by a pyramid of M+l binary volumes as shown in fig= 3.1 for lhe case of N • S. 
Volumes in !his pyramid are indexed by a level number m when m • 0 .... .M. and the volume 
at level m ia denoled V., Vollune V0 measure~ N-1 ceU. on a side, volume V1 measures (N-1)12 
cells on a side, and so on up to volume V., which is a single cell. Cells are indexed by a level 
number m and a vector I• (ij,k) where ij,k • I, •.. .N-1, and the value contained in cell I on 
level m ia denoled V ,.(1). We define the size of cells on level m to be 2'" times the spacing 
between voxels.. Since voxels are trealed as points, whereas celll fill the space between voxels, 
each volume is one cell larger in each direction than the underlying dalaset as shown in the 
figure. We also place voxel (1,1,1) at the ftont.Jower-right comer of cell (1,1,1). Thus. for 
example, cell (1,1,1) on level zero encloses the space between voxels (1,1,1) and (2..2.2). 

We construct the pyramid as follows. Cell I in the base volume V0 contains a zero if all 
eight voxels lying at ils venices have opacity equal to zero. Cell I in any volume V.,. m > 0, 
contains a zero if all eight cells on level m - I that form its octants contain zeros.. In olher 
words, let (1,2, ••• ,/c)" be the set of allli·Vecton with entries (1.2,...,.t}. In particular, (1..2~ .. Jc) 3 

is the set of all vecton in 3-space with integer entries between 1 and k. We then define 

Vo(l) • { 1 if a(I+Al) • I for I E ( 1,2, .. .,N-1}3 and lilY AI e (0,1}3 (3.la) 
0 otherwise 

and 

V (I). { 1 if V _,(21-Al) • 1 for 1 • ( 1..2-.(N-1)1(-1)}
3 and any Ale (0,1}

3 (J.Ib) 
'" 0 otherwise • 

form • 1 •... .M. 
We now ~eformulare the my tracing, resarnplina, and composilinJ sreps of our rendering 

alaorilhm to use Ibis pyramidal data Sli'UCIUie· For each ray, we first compute the point whete 
the ray enrers lhe single cell at lhe top leYel. · We then IZ'IIverse the pyramid in the following 
manner. When we enrer 1 cell, we rest its Val~~e. If it contains 1 zero. we adviiiCC along the my 
to die next cell on the same leveL If the parent of the new cell differs from the pa~ent of the old 
cell, we move up to the pa~ent of the new cell. We do Ibis bec•nse if 1he pa~ent of the new cell 
is unoccupied, we Clll advl!lce the my furlher on our next iteAtion than if we had remained on a 
lower level This ability to adVIIICC qukldy across empcy ~egions of space is where 1he algo
rithm saves its time. If, however, the cell being resled conrains a one, we move down one level, 
entering whichever cell cnc:loses our current location. If we are already at the lowest level, we 
know that one or more of lhe eight voxels lying at the vertices of the cell have opacity greater 
!han zero. We then draw sampler at evenly spaced locations along that ponion of the my falling 
wilhin the cell, ~~~sample the data at these sample locations, and com~ the resulting color and 
opacity inro the color and opacity of the my. 

3.1.2. Adaptive termination of ray crac:lna 

The second optimization techniq~~e we consider is adaptive termination of ray tracing. Our 
goal is to quickly identify the last sample location along a my that significantly changes the color 
of the my. Returning to equation (2.lla), we define a significant color change as one in which 
C • ..(u;U)- C;.(u;U) > £ for some small £ > 0. Since a;.,(u;U) incJeaseS monotonically along lhe 
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3.4. Comparison to ray tracing or geometrically defined scenes 

The tracing of rays through coherent regions of empty voxels in volume data is analogous 
to the tracing of rays through expanses of empty space in geomeaicaliy defined scenes. This 
problem has received much attention in the computer graphics literature (see [Atvo88] for an 
excellent survey), and it is useful to compare the present algorithm to stralegies for speeding up 
ray tracing of geomeaic scenes. 

One such strategy is to place bounding volumes around primitives or groups of primitives. 
Rays are tested first against these volumes, and if a volume is hit, then against its contents. 
Bounding volume schemes that have been rried include spheres [Whiaed80], parallelepipeds 
[Rubin80], extruded extents [Kajiya83], and convex hulls [Kay86]. This teclmique can be 
applied to volume data by fitting geometric primitives to the sample array. Primitives that have 
been used for this purpose include opaque cubes [Herman79], polygonal meshes constructed from 
2D contours [Fuchs77, Pizer86], and voxel-sized polygons generated directly from 3D data sam· 
pies [Lorensen87, Cline88]. The principal drawback of this approach is that fitting of primitives 
reqttires malcing a binary classification of the data, leading to artifacts in the generated images. 

An alternative sua~egy is to subdivide space into disjoint cells and to associate with each 
cell a Ust of primitives that fall wholely or partially inside iL Rays are advanced incrementally 
through the scene, moving from cell to ceiL When a ray enter a cell that contains primitives, the 
ray is tested against those primitives; when a ray enters a cell marked as empty, the ray is simply 
advanced to the next cell. Variants of this technique include uniform subdivision 9f space into a 
regular 3D grid of cubic cells [FujimOto86], adaptive subdivision into parallelepipeds; generalized 
cubes, or tetrahedra [Dippe84], and adaptive !lierarchical subdivision into cubic cells of varying 
size using ocuees [Giassner84]. These techniques can be applied to a geomeaic description of 
the volume data by fiaing primitives as described above, or they may be applied· directly to the 
sample array. Specifically, if we treat each data sample as a cell, the resulting regular 3D grid of 
cells is analogous to uniform subdivision of a geomelric scene. Similarly, octr= representations 
of volume data are ~logous to adaptive hierarchical spalial subdivisions of geometric scenes. 

The analogy between spatial enumeration of volume data and spalial subdivision of a 
geomeaic scene is not exact, however, and comparisons made in the literature between compel· 
ing schemes for subdividing geometric scenes do not scale well when applied to volume data. In 
particular, spatial subdivisions of geometric scenes typically consist of hundreds of cells each 
containing many primitives [Cleary88], whereas volume datasets consist of tens of millions of 
spatially ordered cells each containing a single data sample. Several researchen [Fujimoto86, 
Amantides87, Cleary88] have reported that, for the geometric scenes they have tested, uniform 
subdivision outperforms hierarchical subdivision. For the volume darasets considered in this 
thesis, a hierarchical data suucture seems to work beaer. 

J.S. Case studies 

To understand how the algorithm behaves on typical scenes. let us consider some exam· 
pies. The characteristics of three datasets are given in table 3.1. The first is a computed tomog
raphy (CT) study of a human skull mounted in a lucite head cast. To demonstrate the effect of 
semi-transparent surfaces on the performance of the algorithm, this dataset was rendered twice, 
once with a semi-transparent air·lucite boundary surface (figure 3.3), and once with a completely 
tranSparent boundary surface (figure 3.4). The second dataset is a portion of an elecU'On density 
map of Staphylococcus Aureus ribonuclease. A volume rendering of an isovalue contour surface 
from this map is shown in figure 3.S. The polymer backbone crosses the image from bottom to 
top, and two Tyrosine residues with their characteristic six-atom benzene rings can be seen 
extending to the left and right sides of the backbone. To study the growth of rendering cost with 
respect to dataset size, this dataSet was rendered at three different spatial resolutions, the largest 
of which is shown in the figure. The last daraset is a CT swdy of a complete human head. a 
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. volume rendering of which is shown in figure 3.6. 

For the 256 x 128 x 113 voxel jaw with semi-uansparent skin (figure 3.3), calculation of 
voxel colors and opacities took I minute on a Sun 4/280, and calculalion of lhe pyramid of 
binary volumes lOOk anolher 30 seconds. The Cl)mbined coSlS of ray uacing, resampling, and 
composilinl for all lhree datasets are summarized in table 3.2. Separace enlries are provided for 
the brute-force algorilhm, lhe optimized algorithm wilh adaptive tenninalion of ray uacins dis· 
abled by selling E • 0, and lhe fully optimized algorithm wilh t • .OS. As lhe table shows, 
hierarchical enumeration reduced rendering time by a factor of between 2.0 and 5.0 for lhis data, 
and adaptive termination of ray uacing added anolher facr.or of between 1.3 and 2.2. We also 
observe lhat adding a semi-uansparent surface to the renderins of lhc slcull fragment decreased 
lhe amount of time saved, but did not eliminate the savings completely. We finally note lhat 
doubling lhe widlb of lhe clectron density map increased rendering time by roughly a factor of 
eight for lhe brure-focee algorithm and five for lhe optimized algorilhm. 

To help us interpret lhese results, lhe cost of generating figure 3.6 has been broken down 
into its constituent pans. Using lhe brure-fon:e renderini algorilhm described in chapter 2. the 
cost of finding all non-empty samples along a ray is proportional 10 lhc lenglb of lhc ray clipped 
10 lhe boundaries of lhe dataseL For lhe observer position used in figure 3.6, a visualization of 
lhis cost is shown in figure 3.7a. Brishrer pixels represent more wort.. The image is essentially 
an X-ray of a cube of uniform density. The cost of resampling and compositing lhe non-empty 
samples along a ray is proportional ro lhe number found along lhe ray. For lhe dalaSCI under con· 
sideration, a visualization of lhis COst is shown in figure 3.7b. This imqe is essentially an X-ray 
of a binary representation of lhe data. As expecred, it is brighrest along silbouettcs where rays 
pass lhrough large amounts of bony material. The rota! cost of rendering figure 3.6 using the 
brure-fon:e alsorilhm is a weighted sum of figures 3.7a and 3.7b. 

Usins hierarchical enumeration, lhe cost of findin& all non-empty samples alcing a ray is 
proportional 10 lhe number of iterations lhrough lhe outer loop in !be Tral:dl1ZJ2 procedure plus 
lhe number of rests of level zero cells performed in lhe R11tderC1U1 procedure. A visualization of 
this cost is shown in figure 3.8a. This image is essentially an X-ray of 111 acne. The cost of 
resamplins and composilins lhe non-empty samples iS shown in figure 3.8b. Since hieran:hical 
enumeration does not reduce tile number of non-empty samples, figure 3.8b is identical ro figure 
3. 7b. The rolal cost of rendcrins figure 3.6 using hierarchical enumeration is a weighted sum of 
figures 3.8a and 3.8b. 

Adaptive termination of ray tracing reduces lhe number of non-empty samples which must 
be found. For c = .OS, a visualization of lhe reduced cost is shown in figure 3.9a. In regions 
where fewer samples are processed. resampling and compositing cOSIS drop as well. as shown in 
figure 3.9b. The total cost of rendering figure 3.6 using bolh of the optimization !Cdmiques is a 
weighted sum of figures 3.9a and 3.9b. 

3.6. Summary and discussloa 

Two rechniques for reducing lhe expense of ~racing rays lhrough volume data have been 
described, hieran:hical spatial enumeration of lhe dataset and adaptive termination of ray ~racing. 
Any opacity assignment operar.or lhat partitions a volume dataset inro coherent regions of opaque 
and lraiiSpllrenl voxels is a candidate for this algorithm. The amount of time saved depelkls on 
the depth complexity of the partitioned scene. 

A straregy used 10 speed up ray uacing of geomeaically defined scenes lhal has not been 
addressed here is to group together rays emanating from similar locations and ~raveling in similar 
directions. Specific rechniques include lhe light buffer of [Haines86) and lhe ray classification 
algorithm of [Arvo87). In the present algorithm, an orlhographK: viewing projection is used, and 
shadowing, reflection, and refraction are not supported. All rays consequently crave! in lhe same 
direction. Many volume rendering sysrems offer a perspective viewing projection, however, and 
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chapter S describes algorithms for casting shadows through volume data. Directional data struc· 
rures might be useful in these cases. Other ray tracing techniques that might be applicable to 
volume rendering include generalized rays such as beams [Heckben84], cones [Amantides84], 
and pencils [Shinya87], statistical optimizations such as disaibuted ray tracing [Cook86], and 
frame·to-framc coherence [Badt88]. 
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Figure 3.1 : Hierarchical enumeration of object space for N = 5 
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ray-cell intersection 

Figure 3.2: Ray tracing of hierarchical enumeration 
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Figure 3.3: Rendering of x 128 x voxel CT dataset of human jaw 
with lucite skin after interpolation to 256 x 128 x 113 voxels 

Figure 3.4: View of same dataset with skin rendered transparently 
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Figure 3.5: · ·· · of 24 x 20 x 11 voxel electron density map 
of ribonuclease after interpolation to 288 x 244 x 132 voxels 



Figure 3.7a and 3.7b: Constituent costs of rendering figure 3.6 
using brute·force algorithm 

Figure 3.8a and 3.8b: Constituent costs of rendering figure 3.6 
using hierarchical enumeration 
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3.9b: Constituent · of ng 
enumeration and adaptive termination 
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name ig acquired scaling size after samples samples 
% size factor scaling drawn with ex> 0 

jaw with skin 3.3 256 X 128x 59 1 X 1 X 2 256X128x113 3,541,651 594,472 17 

jaw w/o skin 3.4 256x 128x59 1 X 1 X 2 256 X 128 X 113 3,541,651 335,751 9 

ribonuclease 3.5 24x20x 11 12x 12x 12 288 X 244 X 132 7,067.842 810,542 11 

ribonuclease - 24x20x11 6x6x6 144x 120x66 825,465 160,747 19 

ribonuclease - 24x20x11 3x3x3 72x60x33 92.724 25,531 27 

head 3.6 256x256x 113 1 X 1 X 2 256 X 256 X 226 14,081,917 1,249,458 9 

Table 3.1: Characteristics of datasets shown in figures 3.3 through 3.6 

hierarchical enumeration col. 1 col. 2 col. 1 
name ig brute-force [and adaptive I I I enumeration termination col. 2 col. 3 col. 3 

jaw with skin 3.3 293 sees 94 sees 57 sees 3.1 1.6 5.1 

jaw wlo skin 3.~ 288 61 39 4.7 1.6 7.4 

ribonuclease 3.5 571 146 75 3.9 1.9 7.6 

ribonuclease - 68 27 15 2.5 1.8 4.5 

ribonuclease - 8 4 3 2.0 1.9 2.7 

head 3.6 1183 238 105 5.0 2.2 11.3 

Table 3.2: Rendering times for datasets characterized in table 3.1 
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CHAPTER IV 

REDUCING THE NUMBER OF RAYS TRACED 

4.1. Background 

This chapter presentS a ~eehnique for reducing the number of rays !hat must be traced to 
render a volume dataset. The !eclmique can also be used 10 progressively reline image quality 
over time. A survey of progressive refinement ~eehniques for polygonal enviroNDents is given in 
[Bergman86]. These tcdlniques have three principal chanK:teristics: !hey dislribute worlc accord
ing to where it malces the most difference, lhey Conn intermediate images from partial informa
tion, and they minimize the amount of worlc discarded alter formation of each image. 

-. Conventional ray lracing algorilhms are not well suited fer use in a progressive refinement 
system. Although numerous ~eehniques exist for disuibuting rays acconling 10 loc:al image com
plexity [Whitted80, Lee8S, Dippe8S, Cooki6, Kajiya86], these ~eehniques cast large numbers of 
rays per pixel, resulting in long image generation times. They also complete the rendering of 
one pixel before moving on 10 the next, precluding lhe display of images from partial informa
tion. These limitations are necessary when renderinll analytically defined objectS; undersampling 
of such scenes produces objectionable aliasinll artifactS. 

Volume data. uillike analytically defined objects, is assumed 10 be bandlimited 10 the 
Nyquist frequency prior 10 sampling. The transfer function of many acquisition processes fall off 
well below the Nyquist frequency as in the case or computed tomography (CO and electron den
sity maps obrained from X-ray difrraction data (Hennan80, Glusker8S]. Cenain amcrphous 
phenomena occUlting in astronOmy and physics are even more bandlimited [Upson86]. This pro
perty allows subjectively acceptable images 10 be generated from partial information and there
fore images 10 be displayed as they are being refined. 

In the present algorilhm, an initial image is generated by casting a unifonn but sparse grid 
of rays into the volume data. intetpolating between lhe resulting colors, and resampling at the 
display resolution. A sampling rate of one ray per four pixels, ccrresponding to a data sampling 
rate of one ray per four voxels, is typical. Subsequent images are generated by discarding inter
polated colors, casting more rays, and repeating lhe interpOlation and resampling stepS. Recur
sive subdivision based on color differences is used to concentrate these additional rays in regions 
of high image complexity, and recursive bi-linear interpolation is used to Conn images from the 
resulting non-unifonn array of colors. The approach is similar 10 !hat described by Whitted 
[Whitted80], but it is extended 10 allow sampling rates of less than one ray per pixel and 
modified 10 provide a mechanism for progressive refinemenL 

The cost of computing each image in a refinement sequence is equal 10 the sum of the 
costs of recursive subdivision, ray tracing, and recursive interpOlation. Of these, only ray tracing 
would be required if intermediate images were not displayed. In the current implementation. this 
cost dominates the others by two orders of magnitude. Nearly all the worlc expended generating 
intennediate images lherefore also contributes toward generating !he final image. 

Using this algorithm, crude images of many datasets can be obtained in few seconds. Gra
dually better images are obtained at intervals or a few seconds each. culminating in a high 
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quality image in less than a minute. 

4.2. Adaptive volume rendering algorithm 

Figure 4.1 outlines the adaptive rendering algorithm. It begins as in previous chapters with 
a 3D array of scalar values which is shaded and classified to yield a color and an opaciry for 
each voxel. Parallel viewing rays are traced into the array from an obserter position as before, 
but this time the image plane is divided into square sample regions measuring Cllmu pixels on a 
side, and rays are cast only from the four comer pixels of each region as shown in figure 4.2. 

The colors rentrned by these four rays are then used to estimate local image complexity. 
Methods that have been used to measure this complexity include color differences [Whitted80} 
and statistical variance [Lee8S, Kajiya86}. Since a sample size of four is too low to justify sta· 
tistical methods. color differences are used in the present algorithm. If the range of colors 
returned by the four rays in a sample region is less than some t, no funher processing is per· 
formed on the region. Otherwise. the region is divided into four subregions and more rays are 
casL Subdivision continues until the range of colors falls below t or the size of the region 
reaches some wmin where WmJn :s: w,.... If w,;. < I, the image is effectively supersampled, but 
due to the bandlimited nature of the incoming data and the limited accuracy of operators 
employed in the present rendering algorithm, such supersampling has not been found to be use
ful. 

When all sample regions have been processed, an image is formed by interpolating 
between the available colors and resampling. To insure continuiry despite the non-uniform distti· 
bution of colors, a recursive technique similar to the algorithm employed during ray traCing is 
used. The image plane is again divided into square regions measuring m,... pixels on a side. 
Pixels are interpolated at the midpoints of the four sides and at the center of each region. The 
region is then divided into four subregions and the prcc:ess is repeated. Subdivision continues 
until the region contains a single pixel. 

When all pixels have been filled in, the resulting image is displayed. To continue the 
refinement process, the image is cleared of all interpolated colors, the level of detail is raised by 
decreasing wmin, w,..,, or t, the image plane is apin divided into sample regions, and ray traeing 
begins anew. The refinement process alternates between casting rays and forming images. ter
minating when w,.,. = 1, when the user changes a rendering parameter, or when the observer 
moves. 

4.3. Implementation details 

Pseudo-code replacing selected procedures from sections 2.3 and 3.3 and incorporating the 
adaptive rendering algorithm follows: 

procedure RenderVolume2( ) begin 

{Compute color and opacity for each voxel in dataset} 
for aU 1 in Dataset do begin 

ComputeOpaciry(i); 
if cx(i) > 0 then 

ComputeColor(i); 
end 



(Initialize level-of-iletail parameters and ftag am1ys} 
01mu := Firstw,.. .. ( ); w ... := Firsrw..,.( ); E := FirsiE( ); 

tor aU u In 1 mage do begin 
F(u) := 0; G(u) :• 0; 

end 

(Loop until image is fully refined} 
wbUe w,.... > I do begin 

end 

(Divide image inro sample regions and cast some (more) rays} 
for u :oo ( l,w,..., ... .P) 1 do 

RayTrQt:t/lt gion1 ( u.w,... .w,;.,e); 

(Redivide image inro reJions and inlerpOiale any missing pixels} 
tor u :oo ( l,w,..., ..• .1')1 do 

llllupolauRegion1(u,a>,...); 

(Display image, 1hen clear all interpolalcd colors I 
Duplaylmaget( ); 

for aU u iD Image do 

If not F(u) tben G(u) :oo 0; 

(Increment level-of-detail parameters) 
co,.. :• NeJUOl,u( ); W... :a NtZIW...( ); t :a NIZlt( ); 

end RtnderVoiUIMz 

procedure RayTrQt:t/ltgion1(u,lll,(l),;,.t) belfn 

(Cast rays from four comers or region) 
for v := (0,w)1 do 

If U+V iD IMIJgt and not F(U+v) tben becfn 
Tracdlayz(U+v); F(o+v) := 1; 

end 

(If region is larger than W... by w... pixels and color difference > tlueshold,} 
(divide inro four subregions and continue ray a-acing} 
If Ill > W... and Difftrt11Ct(U.IIl.t) tben 

for v :oo (O,CIY2) 1 do 
RayTractRegion 1 ( U+V .CIY2.~,£); 

end RayTraceRegion1 
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procedure InurpolattRtgion 1(u,CJl) begin 

[Interpolate colors at midpoints of sides and at center of region) 
tor v := ( (O,Cili2),(CJl,CJli2),(CJli2,0),(CJli2,CJl),(CII/2,(1)12) I do 

il u+v In Image and not F(u+v) and not G(U+v) then begin 
lnltrpo/are(u,CJl,u+v); G(u+v) := 1: 

end 

(If region is larger lhan 2 x 2 pixels,) 
(divide into four subregions and continue interpolation] 
il Clll2 > 1 then 

tor v :z (O,Cil/2] 2 do 
lnttrpolartRtgion1(u+v,C1!12); 

end lflltrptjlattRtgion1• 
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The First and Nt:x:t procedures respectively initialize and increment the level-of-detail 
parameters accordi~ to some user-selected sequence. The syntax 
tor u := [n,.n2, ••• .lltl do stattnvfll is adopted from the notation in section 3.2.1 and means 
perform stattln4nt exactly J<l times with the 2-vecla" u • (u.v) equal 10 successive members of 
the set of 2-space vectors with integer entries in the specified list. The syntax 
tor v :" ({u~ov1 ),{ut.v:z), •..• (u.,v.J) do startnvnt means perfotm suuement exactly k times with 
the 2-vecror v • (14v) equal to successive vectors from the specified l.ist. 

The Di/!trttu:t procedure decides it, for the pixels at the four comen of a square sample 
region specified by its lower-left comer and width, the range of intenSities for any color com· 
ponent (red, green, or blue) exceeds some threshold. The lntupolatt procedan compures from 
the pixels at the four comers of a SatDple region a color for the specified pixel using linear inter· 
polation (in the case of region boundary midpoints) or bi-linear intetpolation (in the case of 
region cen~m) and loads it into the image array. 

Since the colors associated with uaced rays are retained throughout the refinement process, 
some means is needed to avoid tracing the same rays repeatedly. In the current algorithm, this is 
implemented by maintaining a flag F for each pixel. Rays are traced only from pixels whose 
flags are clear. Once a ray has been traced from a given pixel, ils flq is seL It is wonh noting 
that the rerention of colon has the useful side effect of allowing rays to be shared by adjacent 
SatDple regions. This reduces the number of rays that must be traced, thereby improving the 
efficiency of the algoridlm. 

Some means is also needed 10 distinguish pixels whose colors are interpolated from pixels 
whose colon are computed by ray D"llcing. This is implemented in the current algorithm by 
maintaining another flag G for each pixel. Colon are interpolated only at pixels whose F and G 
flags are both clear. Once a pixel has been interpolated, its G flag is seL After display of each 
intermediate image, all G ftags are cleared before additional rays are casL 

4.4. Case studies 

To demonsll"llte the performance of this algorithm, two case studies are presented. The first 
is a 123 x 123 x 123 voxel ponion of an elecii"On density map of cytochrome 85. Using 
methods described in section 2.2.2.1, an isovalue contour surface was selected for display. Using 
the algorithm described above, a four-frame progressive refinement sequence was then generated. 
The resulting images are shown in figure 4.3 with the sequence running from top-left 10 bottom· 
righL Each image measures 256 x 256 pixels. 
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Performance swistics for this sequence are given in table 4.1. For each image, lhe table 
gives values for lhe lhree level-of-detail parameters, inc.remental and IOta! ray countS, and incre· 
mental and lOW elapsed limes. Timings are for a Sun 4/280. 

A visualization of lhe F am1y showing where rays were cast is given in figure 4.4. Each 
white pixel in Ibis figure correspOnds 10 a single ray. "'bus, any pixel in figure 4.3 whose 
com:sponding pixel in ftgure 4.4 is white was computed by ray traCing, whereas any pixel in 
figure 4.3 whose figure 4.4 pixel is black was computed by interpolation. As expected. ray densi· 
ties are highest along surface silhouettes where color differences are highest, and the overall 
number of rays increases from tile first 10 lhe last frame of tile sequence. Since Cllm.. = 1 in lhe 
last frame, rays are cast from every pixel, and lhe F am1y is completely white. 

The second dalaset is a computed tomography (CT) swdy of a human head and was 
acq~ as 113 slices of 256 x 256 samples each. Using methods described in section 2.2.2.2. 
the bone surface was selected for display. A four-frame progressive refinement sequence was 
then generated. the first frame of which is shown in figure 4.5 and the last frame of wh.ich is 
shown in ligure 4.6. Each image measures 512 x Sl2 pixels. Performance statistics for this 
sequence are summarized in table 4.2. 

The last dataset is a lS6 x 256 x 1S6 voxel maJIICI.ic resonance (MR) siUdy of a human 
head, edited 10 remove lissues overlying lhe corlical surface as descn"bed in section 2.6. The first 
Sl2 x 512 pixel image in a four-frame sequence is shown in figure 4.7 and the last frame is 
shown in ligure 4.8. Performance statistics are summarized in table 4.3. 

As the tables show, elapsed time is nearly proporlional 10 lhe number of rays cast. This 
holds for all datasets and all levels of derail. On the olhec hand. lhe effecl of changing a particu· 
lar level-ol-detail parameter on lhe number of rays cast varies considerably between datasetS • 

.U. Summary and dlscussloa 

A teChnique for reducing lhe number of rays req~ 10 render a volume dataset has been 
described. The algorithm castS fewer rays than conventional ray tracers, reflecting the bandlim
ited na1ure of volume data, and casts them in an order lhal allows display of intermediate images. 

In this SIUdy, values for 1he three level:.or-detail paramc&ers m,...,w,;., and ! were selected 
manually. Generally speaking, high values of (~),.. cause features 10 be missed. high values of t 
cause fealllres 10 be ignored even if they are not missed. and high values of w,;. causes features 
to be poorly resolved even it lhey are neilhec missed nor i&ncnd. Inappropriate values for these 
paramc&ers cause suboptimal presentation of the data as weU as unequal interVals between succes
sive frames in refinement sequences. Algorithms are needed that automatically select an 
oplimum sequence of values based on the characteristics or a panicular dataseL 
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Figure 4.1: Overview of adaptive volume rendering algorithm 
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Figure 4.2: Recursive subdivision of image plane 
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Figure rendering of electron density map, 
state of image after 5, 12, 17, and 26 seconds of computation 

Figure 4.4: Visualization of where rays were cast to generate figure 4.3 



Adc!Oti'ie rendering of CT dataset, 
13 seconds of computation 

Figure 4.6: Continuation of same rendering, 
state of image after 104 seconds of compl,;ta:ion 
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· Figure ·. Continuation of same rendering, 
state of image after 120 seconds of computation 
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frame mage rays total iadditiona % total time 
fig fig rays rays time interval "'max com in £ 

1 4.3a 4.4a 3.870 3,870 20 4.6 sees 4.6 SIICS 16 2 32 

i 

2 4.3b 4.4b 9,947 6,on 51 12.1 7.5 8 1 32 

3 4.3c 4.4c 14,459 4,512 74 17.1 5.0 4 1 16 

4 4.3d 4.4d 19,289 4,830 100 25.7 8.6 1 1 . 

Table 4.1 : Performance statistics for adaptive rendering of electron density map 

frame ·mage rays total addition a % total time 
"'max (&)min fig fig rays rays time interval £ 

I 

1 4.5 . 5,179 5,179 16 13 sees 13 SIICS 16 2 16 

2 . . 16,136 10,957 52 41 28 8 1 16 

3 . . 21,625 5,489 70 63 22 2 1 12 

4 4.6 . 30,603 8,978 100 104 41 1 1 . 

Table 4.2: Performance statistics for adaptive rendering of CT dataset 
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frame 
·mage rays total ~dditiona % total time 

fig fig rays rays time interval CDmax COm in £ 

1 4.7 . 5,850 5,850 19 18 sees 18 sacs 16 2 16 

2 . . 18,538 12,688 59 57 39 16 1 16 

3 . . 26,841 8,303 85 83 26 4 1 8 

4 4.8 . 31,535 4,694 100 120 17 1 1 . 

· Table 4.3: Performance statistics for adaptive rendering of MR dataset 
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CHAPTER V 

RENDERING MIXTURES OF GEOMETRIC AND VOLUME DATA 

5.1. Backsround 

Many scientillc problems require sampled functions and analytically defined objects to 
appear together in a single visualization. This chapter addresses the problem of extending 
volume rendering to handle such objects. 

Most previous efforts in this area have used polygonal meshes or binary voxel representa
tions to display both the geometric and volume data, Fuchs et al. [Fuchs77] and Pizer et al. 
[Pizer86] track edges on each slice of a computed tomography (CT) dataset to yield a set of con· 
tours, tile between contours on adjacent slices, supplement the resulting polygonal mesh with 
analytically defined objects, and render the ensemble using conventional hidden-surface algo
rithms. Lorsensen and Cline [Lorensen87, Cline88] apply surface detectors a.t each sa.tnple loca
tion to produce a large collection of voxel-sized polygons which can be supplemented with 
analytically defined objects and rendered usins conventional algorithms. Kaufman (with others) 
thresholds volume data to produce a binary voxel representation, use 3D scan-conversion to add 
polygons [Kaufman87b],. polyhedra [Kaufman86b], and cubic parametric curves, surfaces, and 
volumes [Kaufman87a) to the array, and render the reilulting ensemble using custom-designed 
hardware [Kaufman88a). All of these approaches require a binary classiJication of the volume 
data, leading to artifacts as described in chapter 2. Kaufman's use of a binary voxel representa
tion for analytically defined objects gives rise to additional artifacts, although a solution to this 
problem has apparently been worked out [Kaufman88b). 

Although many researchers have suggested methods for extending volume rendering to 
handle analytically defined objects, no implementations have yet appeared in the literature. Sun 
Microsystems has extended a conventional ray tracer to handle volume data [Mosher88]. In a 
paper currently in review, Goodsell et al. [Goodsell88] describe a multi·pass approach that com
bines a Z·buffer algorithm for rendering polygonally defined a.temic structure, a ray tracer for 
rendering volume data, and a depth-buffer enhanced image compositor such as described in 
[Duff85]. Although their method produces satisfactory visualizations in many cases, it cannot 
efficiently handle semi·!ransparent polygons. Furthermore. the division of labor into two passes 
necessitates rendering all polygons even though they might be obscured by volume data. 

This chapter presents two methods for rendering mixtures of volume data and polygonally 
defined objects. The first method employs a hybrid ray rracer. Rays are simultaneously cast 
through the volume data and the polygonal objects. sa.tnples of each are drawn at equally spaced 
intervals along the rays, and the resulting colors and opacities are composited together in depth· 
soned order. To avoid errots in visibility, volume samples lying immediately in front of and 
behind polygons are given special treatmenL To avoid aliasing of polygonal edges. adaptive 
supersarnpling is used. The second method employs 3D scan-conversion with analytic anti
aliasing. Polygons are shaded, filtered, sampled, and combined with the volume data, The 
resulting composite dataset can then be rendered using the algorithm described in chapter 2. If 
the polygonal data is sufficiently bandlimited prior to sampling, this method also produces images 
free from aliasing artifacts. 
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To compare the relative versatility of these two methods, techniques for adding shadows 
and rex= will also be presented. Nelson Max has written a brief but excellent survey of algo
rithms for casting shadows [Max86]. The present study employs a two-pass approach [Willi· 
ams78, Reeves87], but stores. shadow information in a 3D light strength buffer instead of a 2D 
shadow depth buffer. The amount of memory required for a 3D buffer is obviously much 
gteater. but the representation has several advantages. By computing a fractional light strength at 
every point in space, penumbras and shadows cast by semi-transparent objects are correctly ren
dered. Moreover, the shadow aliasing problem encountered by Williams is reduced, but without 
resoning to expensive resampling methods such as are proposed by Reeves et al. Finally, the 
present algorithm also com:ctly handles shadows .cast by volumetrically defined objects on them
selves as well as shadows cast by polygons on volumetric objects and vice versa. 

There are several kinds of texture mapping that might be useful when rendering mixtures 
of geometric and volume data. Wrapping textures around volumetrically defined objects requires 
knowing where their defining surfaces lie • a hard problem. Projecting textures through space 
and onto these surfaces is much easier and can be handled by a sttaightforward extension of the 
shading calculations described in chapter 2. Mapping textures onto polygons embedded in 
volume datasets is also relatively simple. The two latter techniques will be described in this 
chapter. 

5.%. Two rendering aJaoritbms 

5.%.1. Hybrid ra7 tracer 

The first rendering melhod we will consider is tile hybrid ray uacer shown in figure S.l. It 
begins as before with a 3D array of scala! values which is shaded and ~ed to yield a color 
Cl!(l) and an opacity Clv(i) for each voxel. Palallel viewing rays are lhen traced into the data 
from an observer position. For each ray, a vector or colors Cl!(l.l) and opacities Clv(U) is com
puted by resampling tile volume data at equally spaced positions along the ray and tri-linearly 
interpolating from the colors and opacities in the eight voxels surrounding each sample location. 
Independently, all intersections between the ray and polygons in the envirooment are computed 
and shaded, yielding a color C,.(x) and opadty a1(x) for each point of inr.erscc:tion, which is 
denoted by a real vector of the form x ,. (;c,y.z) where I :s; x,y.z :s; N. For simplicity, we assume 
that all polygons lie strictly within the boundaries or the volume dataset. Finally, the resampled 
volume colors and opacities are com posited with each other and with the polygonal colors and 
opacities in depth-sorted order to yield a color C(u) for the ray. 

As discussed in section 2.2.3, volumetric compositing correctly renders the appearance of a 
gel composed of many small slabs each of identical size and homogeneous color and opacity. 
The thickness or each slab is equal to the spacing between samples along a viewing ray, and the 
width of the slab is equal to the spacing between adjacent rays as shown in figure S.2a. If both 
spacings are set roughly equal to the spacing between voxels in the volume data, and tri-linear 
interpolation is used to compute the color and opacity of each slab as described in the previous 
paragraph, the resulting image will generally be Cree or aliasing artifacts. 

When a polygon is embedded in the volume data as shown in figu.-e S.2b, it passes through 
some or these slabs, obscuring some ponion of the gel in each slab and being obscured by the 
remainder. An exact solution of the hidden-volume problem inside every slab would be very 
expensive. Supersampling is an alternative, but also expensive. A solution of less accuracy and 
expense that has proved satisfactory in practice is to treat a polygon locally as a plane perpendic· 
ular to the ray and placed at the point or intersection as shown in figure S.2c. An exact solution 
of the hidden•volume problem for this restricted case is simple. Rephrasing equation (2.8) for 
the opacity Clv(U) of a slab of homogeneous material in terms of its density di!(V) and thickness 
ri!(V), we obtain the relation 
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av(U) = I - e ....t,(Ul•y(tl) (5.1) 

where 0 < av{U) < I and av(U) = I signifies complete attenuation. Let the thicknesses of those 
portions of the slab lying immediately in from of and behind an embedded plane perpendicular to 
the viewing ray be denoted r,{U) and r8(U) respectively. Solving equation (5.1) for opacities 
a,{U) and a,(U) in terms of opacity av(U) and thicknesses tAU) and t1(U) gives 

a,.(U) = 1 -(I - av(U))',Mily(tJ) (5.2a) 

and 

(5.2b) 

Working from front to baclc, we first composite Cv(U) and aF{U) into the ray. followed by C,(x) 
and a,(x), and finally by Cv(U) and a,(U). If the ray intei$CCIS more than one polygon within a 
slab, the contribution made by each polygon and each sliver of volumeaic gel must be computed 
and composited separately. 

At polygonal edges, polygon-polygon inr.ersec:tions, and polygon shading highlights, such 
an approximation does not suffice to prevent aliasing. Therefore. the numbet of rays cast per 
pixel is increased in lhese regions using adaptive supersampling [WhiaedSO]. One difficulty with 
this approach is distinguishing whether the color difference observed in a sample region is due to 
volume data or geometric data, since supersampling is only appropriate in the latter instance for 
reasons given in section 4.2. The problem is solved by computing two additional colors during 
ray !raCing as shown in figure 5.1. The lim, denoted Ca(u), contains contributions only from 
p()lygons (obtained by setting av{U) • 0 for all volume samples) •. The second, denoted CA(u), 
contains conaibutions only from polygons, but attenuated by passage throup the volume data 
(obtained by setting Cv(U) = 0 for all volume samples). If the range of CA(u) within a sample 
region exceeds some £ but lhe range of Ca(u) does not. the obsCI"ved color difference is due to 
spatially varying volume data ralhCI" than a geomeaic event (sw:b as a polygonal edge). Super
sampling is not required in this case. If the range of Ca(u) exceeds £ but the range of CA(u) 
does not, the region contains a geomeaic event, but dial event is hiddca from view by overlying 
opaque volume data. No supersampling is needed in this case eilhezo. Only if the ranges of both 
colors exceed £. signifying lhal the region contains a visible gcomcaic event, should more rays 
be casL 

5.2.2. 3D scan-conversion 

The second rendering method we will consider is 30 scan-conversion of the geomeaic data 
as shown in figure 5.3. We begin by shading and classifying lhe volume data to yield a color 
Cv(i) and opacity a.{i) for each voxel. Independendy, each polygon is shaded. filtered, and sam
pled at the resolution of the volume data to yield a color Ca(i) and opacity aa(i) for each voxel. 
The polygons used in the present studies are of homogeneous color and are filtered by convolu
tion with a 30 Barden window 4 voxels in diameter. The cost of scan-converting a polygon 
using this algorithm is proportional to its surface area. 

These twO SetS of colors and opacities are combined using volume matting (Drebin88], 
specifically the o~r operator described in (Porter84], to yield a composite color Cc(i) and opa
city ac(l) for each voxel. Since lhis operator is not commutative, the order in which polygons 
are scan-convened and whether polygons are maned over or under volume data must be con
sidered. The composite dataset is then ray !raced, resampled, and composited without giving 
further consideration to the geomeDic data it contains. Since lhe polygons have already been 
filtered, an image sampling rate of one ny per pixel usually suffices to prevent aliasing artifacts, 
even along polygonal edges. 
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S.J. Extensions to the rendering algorithms 

5.3.1. Sbadow calculations 

Bolli of lhe rendering melhods described above can be modilied to cast shadow rays towa:d 
a light source from ea<:h non-empty sample position on a viewing ray. Opacity accumulated 
along such a shadow ray can be used to compute lhe strength of the light reaching the sample. 
which can in tum be used to shade the sample. Since the number of non-empty samples on a 
viewing ray may be high, this solution is expensive. It also requires that at least pan of the 
shading calculations (given in equation 2.1) be delayed until image generation time. 

A less computationally 4xpensive solution wou)d be to cast illumination rays into the data 
as a pre-processing step priQr to image genaalion. The opacity accumulated at each sample 
position on such a ray represents the liglu strength at that point in space. This infQrmalion can 
be s!Qred in a 3D buffer. To generate an image, the buffer is resampled at each non-empcy view· 
ing ray sample position and used to shade the sample as in the previous solution. Fer S light 
soun:es, the cost of generating an imago with shadows using this algoritbm is S+ I times the cost 
of generating an image without shadows. Alternatively, the buffer can leSIII11pled a each non
empty voxel position and used to shade !be voxel prior to image gencratioa. thus moving the 
computalional burden from the image generation phase to the pre-proc:essiJig phase of the render· 
ing pipeline. 

ln view of its relatively low computaliOIIII expense, the last solution has been chosen for 
implementation here. U used in conjunction with the hybrid ray tracer, a di!liculty arises in that 
the passage of light through analytically defined polygons may Jive rise to sudden drops in light 
strength between successive sample positions on an illumination ray. These discontinuities mUst 
be filleled befcre they can be represented in the 3D liglu suengtb buffer. For this reason, the 
pre-filtered representation of polygons employed by the SCIII-QOIIversion method makes it the 
more convenient Starting point. 

Figure ,,4 summarizes the mod.i4ed algoritbm. The first ltCpS are shading and 
classification of the volume data, shading and scan-conversion of the polygons, and matting to 
yield for each voxel a set of composite colors C1(1) •••• ,C.s(l) for light soun:es s • I, .•. .S and 
a composite opacity llc(l). The contribution Cv (i) by the volume data in voxel I to the compo-, 
site color C,(i) for light source s is computed by separating equation (2.1) into equations of the 
form 

Cv,(l) = c,[kJN(I)·L,) + k,(N(I)·H,)"] (5.3) 

where C., Jr.-. k,. 11, N(l), L,. and H, are as defined in section 2.2.1. 

Parallel illumination rays • are then cast inro the data from each light source as shown in 
figure 5.5. Let us assume that li&ht source 1 is a square measuring P, illumination rays on a side. 
Rays are indexed by a vector !1, • (u,.vJ where u,.v, • I. ... .P r For each ray, we assume some 
initial light strength p,(u,}, draw samples of !be volume data at equally spaced positions along 
the ray, compute an opacity a each location by tri-linearly intapalating from the nearest eight 
voxels, and attenuate the strength of the ray in proportion to the computed opacities. Samples 
are indexed by a vector U, • (u,.v.,wJ where (u,.vJ identifies the illumination ray, and 
w, = I, ... ,W, correspond$ to distanCe along the ray with w, • I being closest to the light 
source. The opacity of sample U, is denoted a(UJ, and the set of strengths at sample U, are 
denoted ~ 1(UJ, ... ,Ps(UJ. 

Auenuation of light strength along a ray is inversely proportional to accumulation of opa· 
city along the ray and can be approximated using volumetric compositing. Working from the 
light source toward the data and adopting the notation of equation (2.11), the strength ~ ... (u,;U,) 
of illumination ray u, after processing sample location U, can be computed from the strength 
~ •• (u,;U,) before processing the sample and the opacity a(U,} of lhe sample by !be relation 
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p,.,(u,;U,) = P~(u,;U,)(l - a(U,)) (5.4) 

Af1er this computation, the opacity is discarded, but the light strength is stored in a 3D 
light strength buffer. When all color and light strength volumes have been computed, a total 
color Ct{i) for each voxel is computed as the weighted swn 

Ct{i)"' kt + ~1 d(i) [ C,/(. + ~ C,(l)p,(i)] (5.5) 

where the p,(i)'s are obtained from the ji..(U,)'s by mapping from voxel indices i to 3-space 
indices U, in the coordinale sys1em of light source s and tri-linearly interpolating from the 
nearest eight light strength values. The arrays of total color Ct{i) and composite opacity Clc(i} 
are then ray traced, resampled, and composiled as usual. 

One problem that arises when using a sampled shadow representation is the lendency of 
surfaces to shadow themselves. The use oC a 3D light strength buffer rather than a 2D shadow 
depth buffer reduces the severity of these artifacts, but does not eliminate them entirely. In the 
above algorithm, this problem applies 10 both nablraily occurring surfaces (such as tissue boun
daries) and those inlroduced using 3D scan-conversion. The solution adopted is 10 translale the 
3D light strength volume a few voxels away from the light source just before computing the 
Ct{i)'s [Williams78, Reeves87]. While biasing of shadows in this manner necessarily reduces the 
accuracy of shadowing within small objects, it avoids inlroducing disa-acting aliasing artifacts. 

5.3.2. Texture mappinlf 

Projecting textures through space and onto volumetrically defined surfaces can be added 10 
the shading and classification calculations described in chapter 2 simply by mapping from voxel 
coordinales to a 2D texture array and resampling the information at that location. Suitable 
resampling methods are described in [Feibush80] and [Heckbert86]. Such a texture can be used 
tO modify surface rellection coelficiems, voxel opacity, or any other rendering parame1er 
[Cook84]. A 3D texture array, also known as a solid texture [Peachey8S], can be used in place 
of a 2D texture, thus simultaneously visualizing two 3D datasets. 

Both of the rendering methods described in section 5.2 can be modified 10 support textured 
polygons. The pre-filtered representation of polygons that made the scan-conversion method of 
section 5.2.2 well suited 10 shadow casting would severely blur any texture applied 10 the 
polygons prior 10 scan-conversion. For this reason, texture mapping is beuer handled by the 
hybrid ray tracer described in section 5.2.1. As part of the shading calculations performed at 
each point of intersection between a ray and a polygon, a mapping is performed from object 
space 10 a 2D or 3D texture array as shown in figure S.S. The lexture array is then resampled 
and used to modify the shading calculations as described above. 

Assuming that the texture array is properly filtered during resampling, image supersampling 
in the interior of textured polygons is not necessary. To prevent the addition of textures from 
triggering the casting of excessive number of rays, the adaptive supersampling procedure 
described in the last paragraph of section 5.2.1 must be modified. Specifically, those aspects of 
the polygon shading model that are analytic and might give rise 10 sudden changes in polygon 
color C,(x) or opacity a,(x) should be included in the supersampling decision, whereas contribu
tions by sampled functions, which are assumed bandlimited, should not In the current imple
mentation, this rule is satisfied by including directional shading and depth cueing but not texture 
mapping in the computation of colors Ca(u) and C,(u). 
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5.4. Optimization or the rendering al11orithms 

The hierarchical spatial enumeration described in section 3.2.1 is readily integrated with the 
3D scan-conversion method described in section 5.2.2 by cons1r11cting a pyramid of binary 
volumes from the array of composite opacities CZc{i). This solution speeds the tracing of rays 
through both volume and geometric data. The resulting pyramid depends on both the volume 
and geometric data. however, and must re-computed if either changes. For the hybrid ray tracer 
described in section 5.2.1. a pyramid can be used to speed the tracing of rays through segmeniS 
of volume data lying between successive pplygon intersections in the hybrid ray ttacer. The 
pyramid is independent of the polygon geometry and need not be recomputed if the latter 
changes. This method does not. however, reduce the cost of computing intersections between 
rays and polygons. The addition of a separate data SlrUCture to handle polygonal data (e.g. 
bounding volumes or spatial subdivision • see section 3.4 ), or the use of a single data sll"Ucture to 
represent both polygons and volume data, are among the possible solutions to this problem. 

Adaptive tennination of ray tracing as described in section 3.2.2 is readlly integrated with 
both of the rendering methods described in this chapter. In the case of the hybrid ray tracer, 
adaptive termination reduces both the number of voxels that must be resampled and the number 
of ray-polygon intersections that must be shaded. Note that this optimization must be applied 
independently in the computation of each of Ca(u) and C,.(u) (see section 5.2.1) so as not to 
adversely affect the adaptive supersampling process. 

The progressive refinement algorithm described in chapter 4 .is well suited to the scan
conversion method in which polygons are filtered prior to ray tracing, It may also be integrated 
with the adaPtive supersampling employed in the hybrid ray traesr, but one runs the risk of miss
ing small polygons if the initial sampling rate is too low. 

S.S. Implementatloa details 

or the two rendering algorithms, two extensions, and three optimizations described in the 
foregoing sections, one has been selected for description in detaU: the optimized hybrid ray tracer 
without extensions. Pseudo-code for this algorithm, which replaces all pseudo-code in sections 
2.3, 3.3. and 4.3, follows: 

procedure Rettd4rVoiU~M3( ) begin 

{Compute color and opacity for each voxel in clataset) 
for aU I ia DtJttJStt do begin 

CompuseOpddry(i); 
il a(l) > 0 thea 

ComputeCo/or(l); 
end 

[Initialize level-of-<letail parameters and flag arrays) 
00,.. := First(J),.,.( ); Cllv := FirstCIIv{ ); Clla := FirstCJla( ); t := Firslf.( ); 

for aU u in lmagtPIIJIIt do begin 
F(u) := 0; G(u) :• 0; 

end 



: 

(Loop until image is fully refined} 
while Cal,., > Wo do begin 

ead 

(Divide image plane in10 sample regions and cast some (more) rays} 
ror u := {l,Cil,,., o o o .SJ 2 do 

Ray TraceR e gion-J. u.Cil,u ,CJlv,Cilo.E); 

(Redivide image plane into regions and interpolate any missing pixels J 
ror u := (!,Calma,. 0 o • .SJ 2 do 

I nttrpolateR e gion2( u .Ill,,. ,CJlv ); 

(Gather contributions from all samples lying in 2w0 by 2w0 } 

(open region centered on each pixel l 
ror u := ( l,Ciloo 0 0 0 .SJ2 do begin 

end 

ror v := {O,w0 }2• w := (w0 ,0} 2 do 

C(v) := AveragtRegion(u-(w,w)+v,w0 ,w); 

C(u} := k C(v)/4; 

(Display image, then clear all interpolated colors} 
Disp/aylmage-1. ); 

ror aU u in lmagePlllM do 
il aot F(u) thea G(u) := 0; 

(Increment level-of -detail parameters l 
Calma. := Nww_( ); Cllv :a Nu:wv( ); Cllo := NUZWo( ); E := Nu:r.( ); 

end RenderVo/~3 

procedure RayTractRegion-J.u,Cil,CJlv,Cila.£) begin 

(Cast rays from fout comers of region J 
for v := (0,w} 2 do 

il u+v in lmagePlant aad not F(u+v) then begin 
TraceRay3(u+v); F(u+v) := I; 

end 

(If region is larger than Cllv by Cllv pixels and color difference > threshold.) 

(or if region is larger than Cllo by Wol 
(and C0 and CA color differences> threshold,} 

(divide into four subregions and continue ray tracing} 

il [w > Cllv and Differencev(u,Cil,£)) or [w > Cllo and Differtncta(u,Cil.t:)] thea 

ror v :• ( 0.(1)'2 J 2 do 
Ray TraceR e gion-J. u+v ,(1)'2,wv ,Cil0 ,£ ); 

encl RayTraceRegionl 
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procedure lnt~rpolaltRtgion2(u,(JJ,(JJ0) begin 

(Inlel'pOlate colors at midpoiniS of sides and at center of region} 
ror v := ( (0,Cill2),(co,llli2),((1)'2,0),(Cll/2,co),(llli2,Clll2) l do 

it U+v in lmagtPIDM aDd aot F(U+v) aad aot G(u+v) thea begin 
lmtrpolat~(U,(JJ,U+V); G(u+v) :- I; 

ead 

(If region is larger than coo by COo pixels,) 

(divide into four subregions and continue inlel'pOlation} 
it Cll/2 > co0 thea 

ror v :- (O.Cill2}2 do 
lmtrpolauRtgionl(u+v,Cilf2,eoy); 

ead /m~rpo/auRtgio"?. 

procedure A~ragtRtgion(u,co,w) begin 

(If region is lqcr than COo by COol 
(and was subdivided during ray tracing or interpolation,} 
(divide into four subregions and continue gathering conaibutions) 

it co> COo aad ( F(u+(Cili2,Cill2)) or G(u+(Cll/2,(1)'2)) } thea beafa 

elld 

ror v := (0,11)'2) 2 do 

C(v) ;.. A~ragcRtgion(u+v,(l)'l,w/2); 

retura 1: C(v)/4; 

(Else reblm ccmer ciOieSt to display pixel as color of reaionl 
else retura C(U+w); 

end AvtragcRtgion. 

proetdure TractRayi,u) begin 

x~, := NtXIPoly(x,u); 

(Loop through volume darasct. I 
(tenninating early if polygon-only opacity a.,> thRshold) 
while x in Datastl aad a.,(u) S I - t do begin 

(Loop through volume data lying between) 
(current position and next ray-polygon intetscc:tion,) 
(tenninating early if volumetric+polygon opacity a> lhreshold) 
x,

2 
;.. NutPoly(x,u,.,); 

while x < x,., and a(u) s I - t do begin 
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end 

(lf level zero cell conlains a one, render i~} 

(but only portion lying between ray-polygon intersections} 
it V ~(!) then RctukrCtlli,u.x.NUl(m.x.u).xp

1 
;xp); 

(Advance to next cell and maybe jump to higher level,} 

(but advance no farther than next ray-polygon intersection} 

x := min(Nt:tl(m.x.u).x,): 

end 

RetukrPo/y(u.x,); 

end Tra&eRay3 

procedure RelllkrCel/2(u,x,.x2.Xr
1
.Xp) beJin 

u, := r max( /magc(x,),/mage{x,,) - (0,0,1/2)) 1 ; 
u2 =-l mill{ /magt(xz),lmagt(x,) + (0,0,112)) j ; 
u,, :-/magc{x1): 

u,, := lmagc(x,); 

(Loop through all samples falling within cell} 
(and lying between ray-polygon intersections I 
tor u :- u, to u2 do begin 

x := Objtci(U); 

(lf any of eight surrounding voxels have opacity > 0,) 

(then resample color and opacity and composite into ray,) 
(including only portion lying between ray-polygon intersections,) 
It V ri,lndu(O.x)) then begin 

C(U) := Samplt(C.x); 

a{U) := Samplc(a,x); 

t != 1; 
It u,, > U - (0,0,112) thea 

I := I- Up
1 

- U + (0,0,!/2); 

it u,, < U + (0,0,112) then 

I := I - U + (0,0,112) - Up,; 

ss 



end 
end 

end RenderCe/12 

a(U) := I - (I - a(U))'; 

C(u) :• C(u) + C(U)(I - a(u)); 
a(u) ~ a(u) + a{U)(I - a(u)); 

procedure RenderPoly(u.x~) begiu 

C(u) :"' C(u) + Cp(X,o)(l - a(u)); 

a(u) ~ a(u) + a,(x~)(l - a(u)); 

c,.(u) :: C,.(u) + Cp(x,.)(l - a(u)); 

C'a(u} ~ C'a(u) + C'p(x~)(l - aa(u}); 

aa(u) :• aa(u) + ap(x,o)(l - aa(u}); 

end RenderPoly. 
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!llv in this implemenlation is equivalent to (ll,w, in section 4.3, 010 is the size of a display 
pixel (assumed to be I in section 4.3) where w0 :s lllv. and lila is the minimum region size during 
adaptive supersampling where lila :S w0 • To allow rays to be shared by adjacent sample regions, 
thus minimizing the number of rays traced. the image array in section 4.3 has been repW:cd with 

ari image plane array measuring S samples on a side wheze S • !i!!.p. The additional storage 
lila 

allows rays all traced during supersampling to be retained throughout the relil!ement process. An 
open region of size 2c.o0 by 2w0 centered on each pixel is used during avenging down because il 
encloses the largest number of image samples (in the vicinity of polygonal edges) without every
where blwring the rendition of volume dall (samples of which are spaced m0 apan in the 
absence of a polygonal edge). The Displaylmage2 procedure displays the image formed by 
entries spaced fllo apan in the image plane array. The Differencev procedure is equivalent to the 
Difference procedure in section 4.3. The Differencea procedure decides it the range of bodt 
Ca(u) and C,.(u) as described in section 5.2.1. 

The Nutl'oly procedure computes the object-space coonlinales of the next polygon inter· 
sected by a ray starting at the specified object-space location and moving in the specified direc· 
lion. The Ren<KrCe/12 procedure composites the contribution made 10 a ray by the specified 
interval of volume data, but only that portion lying between the specified ray-polygon intersec· 
lions. The Ren<KrPo/y procedure composites the contribution made 10 a ray by the specified 
polygon, and also updates computes Ca(u) and C,.(u) as described in section 5.2.1. 

The memory required for the hybrid ray tracer is equal 10 that of the algorithm given in 
chapter 3 plus a relatively small amount of storap to hold the polygonal database. The time 
required to perform shading, classification, and pyramid construction are also similar 10 those 
given in chapter 3. The time required to generate an image using the hybrid ray tracer is approx
imately equal to the sum of the times required to separasely render those portions of the 
geometric and volume data that are visible in the composite image. Since the present implemen· 
tation includes no means for reducing the cost of computing ray-polygon intersections. the cost of 
computing each intersection is proportional to the number of polygons in the database. 
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5.6. Case studies 

In order to compare lhe two rendering melhods described in lhis chapter, let us considez a 
simple test environment consisting of lhree mutually perpendicular polygons embedded in a 256 
x 256 x 113 voxel computed tomography (CI) study of a human head. Figures 5.6a and 5.6b 
are 380 x 380 pixel views of lhis data rendeted wilh lhe hybrid ray trace.- described in section 
5.2.1 and lhe scan-conversion melhod clesc'ribed in ~lion 5.2.2 respectively. 

Shading and classification of the volume data lOOk about 2 minutes on a Sun 4/280. Scan
conversion of lhe large polygons used here lOOk about I second apiece. Construction of a 
pyramid of binary volumes ttom lhe array of voxel opacities (for the hybrid ray lraCCI) or com
posite opacities (for the scan-conversion melhod) lOOk about I minute. Ray uacing, interpola· 
lion. and averaging down (for the hybrid ray tr.Jcer) to genezate figures 5.6a and 5.6b toOk 80 
seconds and 70 seconds respectively. Slightly less than one ray pez pixel was traeed on aver-.tge. 
By contrast. lhe volume data without the polygons can be rendered wilh the same level of 
refinement in about 50 seconds. 

Figures S.7a and S.7b show details from figures 5.6a and 5.6b. In general, polygon edges 
produced by lhe hybrid ray trace.- are sharper than those produced by 3D scan-conversion, 
allhough a higher image generation cost is paid for the better rendition. The slight aliasing 
noticeable in the bony tissue in these and olher figures is due to insufficient bandlimiting during 
cr scanning and is not a result of lhe rendering process. 

A visualization of where rays were cast during generation of fig=s S.6a and S.6b is given 
in figures 5 .Sa and 5 .Sb. Eac:h pixel in these visualizations corresponds to one position in lhe 
image plane array, and each 4 x 4 block of pixels corresponds to a single pixel in figure 5.6. 
White pixels in the visualiz.ations correspond to cast rays, and black pixels to samples tilled in by 
interpolation. As expected, the number of rays pez unit area is lowest in the interiors of homo
geneous regions, highez along the. silhouettes of volumetrically detined objec:IS, and in lhe case of 
the hybrid ray trac:ez, higher still along polygonal edJCS. 

Figure 5.9 shows the effect of casting shadows using the algorilhm described in section 
. 5.3.1. The scene contains two light sources: a low-iniCIIsiiY light shining over the observez's 

right shoulder and a high-intensity light shining up from below and to lhe lefL To insure that the 
shapes of shadowed objects are not completely obscured, shadows were only computed for lhe 
high-intensil)' UghL While lhis is not strictly correct. lhe goal is enhanced insight, not photo
realism. Initial light strenglhs for lhe high-intensity source were assigned from a texture contain
ing a filtered rectangular grid. The effect is to project Ibis texture through lhe dataset and onto 
all illuminated surfaces, including lhe five scan-converted polygons. The addition of shadows 
roughly doubles lhe time requited to compute the array of total voxel colors Ct{i}, but does not 
affect lhe time required to generate each frame in a rotation sequence (assuming fixed object and 
light sources and moving observer as discussed in section 2.4). 

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of mapping a texture onto embedded polygons using the algo
rilhm described in section 5.3.2. The effect on image generation time of adding textures depends 
on the number and size of textured polygons. For Ibis example, image generation time increased 
from 80 seconds to 120 seconds. Allhough a whimsical texture has been used here. the tech· 
nique may be used to display measurement grids or secondary datasets. 

Figure 5.11 suggests one possible way in which these techniques might be applied to lhe 
problem of radiation treaanent planning. A polygonally defined treatment volume (enclosing the 
tumor • in purple) and treaunent beam (in blue) have been added to the color visualization on a 
cr dataset shown in ligures 2.13 and 2.14. Scaling lhe opacities of all voxels inside a region of 
interest down to nearly zero helps clarify lhe 3D relationships between lhe various objects. 

Figure 5.12 illustrates how scan-converted backdrop planes and cast shadows can be used 
to enhance comprehension of an isovalue contour surface from lhe Staphylococcus Aureus 
ribonuclease elecaon density map used in chapter 3. In lhis visualization, a color-coded stick 
representation of the molecular suucture has been superimposed on lhe image to aid in its 
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interpreuuion. 

5.7. Summar:r and discussion 

Two methods for r=deting mi:II:I1U'e$ of geometric and volume data have been described. 
Although both ~ R&SOnably eflicient and produce images free from aliasing artifacts, each have 
advantages and disadvantages in ltm1S of cost. image quality, and versatility. In particular, it 
was found that the 30 scan-conversion method was better suited than the hybrid ray tracer for 
rendering shadows, while the converse seems 10 hold Cor ~ndering textuted polygons. A single 
aliorithm capable of Rlldering both shadows and textured polyaons has not yet been developed. 

A number of improvements 10 these methods can be sugested. The current implementa
tion makes frequellt use of tri-linear interpolation for resampling 3D data. A better filter would 
reduce the amowu of blurring requiml during 30 scan-conversion, yielding sharper polygonal 
edges. In a similar vein, the shadow casting algorithm inc:ludea three successive resampling 
steps. By reorganizing the order of operations, ono ~sampling can be eliminated, yielding 
crisper shadows. Finally, the solution proposed for handling volume samples near ray-polygon 
inteneetions aeau the polygons locally as a plane perpendicular 10 the ray. Proper consideration 
of the angle the polygon . makes with the ray would increase the accuracy of these cal~tions 
wllilc adding only modestly 10 their expense. 

These SIUdies have led 10 several welcome but. unexpected results. Polygons rendered 
usins 3Q scan-conversion appear 10 have a linite . th.ic:laless when rotaled. Their opacity also 
varies with their angle relative to the view direction., as would a real' slab of semi-transparent geL 
Far from being distracting, these effects enhanc:e the viewer's unclencanding of their sllape and 
orientalion. The embedding of polygons in volume data also seems 10 improve comprehension of 
the latter. For example, when the CT SIUdy of the head is bisected by a gridded, coronally· 
oriented (in the plane of the face) polygon and the ensemble is rowed, the presence of a back
drop of known shape and pauem improves appreciation olthe line suueture of the sinuses and 
eye orbits. This susgeSIS that. in addition 10 their primary role representing man-made or 
abstniCt entities, geometric primitives may be useful as di.agnoslic tools in the SIUdy of volume 
datasets. 

Several Sll'aleiies for lreating mixi1U'e$ of geometric and volume data remain unexplored. 
For example, aeometric objects delined by exli'IISion of 2D prodles can be Rlldered using the 
shadow casting algorithm. If the prolile is loaded into the array of initial tight strengths, and all 
voxels in the volume data are assigned a slightly non-~ opacity, ·one obtains the effect of 
sculpted shafts of light passing through a dust-filled room. This technique could be used 10 visu· 
alize a radiation beam for cancer treaanenL 
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Figure 5.1 : Overview of hybrid ray tracer 
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1------- Cv(U), av(U) 

a - Slab of volume data along viewing ray 

b - Polygon embedded in volume data 
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c - Approximate solution to hidden-volume problem 

Figure 5.2: Rendering of polygon embedded in volume data 
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Figure 5.4: Addition of shadow calculations to 30 scan-conversion method 
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light source s ,,/ 
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Figure 5.5: Additional coordinate systems used in shadowing and texturing 



Figure 5.6a: Color rendering of CT dataset and embedded polygons, 
generated using hybrid ray tracer 

Figure 5.6b: Color rendering of CT dataset and embedded polygons, 
generated using 30 scan-conversion method 



Figures 5. 7a and 5. 7b: Details from figures 5.6a and 5.6b, comparing 
image quality of hybrid ray tracer and 30 scan-conversion methods 

Figures 5.8a and 5.8b: Visualization of where rays were cast 
to generate figures 5.6a and 5.6b 
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Figure 5.9: Color rendering with shadows of CT dataset and embedded 
polygons, generated using modified 3D scan-conversion method 

Figure 5.10: rendering of CT dataset and textured 
polygons, generated using modified hybrid ray tracer 



Figure 5.11: Color rendering of CT dataset showing bone, soft tissue, 
tumor (purple}, and radiation treatment beam (blue} 

Figure'S.12: Color rendering with shadows of 
electron density map and embedded polygo~s 
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CHAPTER VI 

FINAL SUMMARY AND TOPICS FOR FUfURE RESEARCH 

Surt'al;e-based and binary voxel ~ee:hniques for displaylna sampled scalar fields of three spa
tial dimensions have been in use for about ten ~ and have been applied 10 a variety of 
scicnlillc, medical, and engineerina problems. The most prominenc disadvantaae of these ~ee:h
niquea is poor imap quality. They genmlly Sian by tllmboldln& lbe incomina data. a process 
that often leads 10 anitacu in 111e genera~e~~ im4ee. 

Withill lhe pas& twO or three years, die problem of low imap quality has been latgely 
solved with lbe development of vollllllll rendcrina. 1b4 lley charac:reristic of this approach is its 
usc of partial object opacity, whicll eUm.illata the necessity of maldna a binary classification of 
the incomin& dala and &bus eliminata many of~ anilacta pJaauina the olhcr techniques. 

Oespil4 its ldvlnlqes, vollllllll ~ has provea10 sutrer .liom a IIWIIber of problems. 
Hiah on this llslluhe ~ee:llnique's conipu!ational expense. Since 'aU voxels participate in the 
aeneralion of each imqe, renderina lime grows linearly wilh the size of the dataset. Published 
techniques lake minuta ·or even hours 10 aenerate a single view of a 1arzo dalaset usina currently 
available worblalion technology. Slow imap generation has also consll:ained the design of con
venient user inwfaces fer volume renderina. Yet another dtawback of volume rendering is its 
lack of versatility. Many scientific problems require that sampled f'lw:lions and analytically 
defined geomeay appear in a single visualization. Stralegies for rendering such mixtures have 
been suggested by various resean:hen, bw none have yet been reported in the literature. 

This thesis olfm practical solutions 10 many of. these problems. It pnsenu an image-order 
voi.IIDIII renderinJ algorilhm, delllonstmes 1hat it producos imaJes of biglt quality, and proceeds 
10 show how its compullllional expense can be reduced by t.1kinJ ldvanlage of spatial coherence 
in lhe 30 dala llld in its 2D projecliOns. For the applications smdicd, these improvements speed 
up volume renderiinJ by twO ordtra of magnitude. For lbe special case of scenes consisting 
solely of opaque surfaces, image aeneration lime has been observed 10 grow nearly linearly with 
die size of lbe image rather lhan linearly ,..ilh the size of the dataset. This thesis also presents 
algorithms for mixina poiYJOIIS and volli!H dala in a sinale visualization. f~ casting shadows 
lhnlugb volume data. and tar embedding 20 rexwres in volume renderings in a variety of ways. 

6.1. Comparison to Plxar volume renderin& alaorithm 

Since lbe volume renderina algorithm developed by researcllm at Piut predates the algo
rithm described in this lbesis, and ~ their volume rendering en&ine. the Pixat Image Com
puter, is widely used. it seems useful 10 briefty compare the twO approaches. Pixar has not 
addressed tbe problem of displaying isovalue con10ur surfaces, so comparisons in this regan:! are 
impossible. We therefore concentrate on their ~ee:hnique fer displaying resfon boundary surfaces 
as described in (Orebin88) and in lhe documenlation -ompanying their ChapVolumes software 
package. 

Pixat's algorithm, lilce the one described in lhis lbesis. consists of a shading and 
classification phase whose output is a 30 array of col01'1 and opacities. and an image fonnation 
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phase whose output is a 20 image. Their shading and classification phase begins by estimating 
from the scalar value in each voxel an occupancy fraction for each of a set of materials that 
might be present in the voxel. A color, an opacity, and a density are then computed for the 
voxel by adding together the fraction of each material present in the voxel multiplied by a color, 
opacity, and density assigned to that material. Material density need not be related to physical 
density or to ma1erial opacity. It arises from an approximation of physical optics whose details 
are not impotwlt here. Its practical significance is that gradient vectors in the density array 
serve as surface nonnals during shading, and the magniwde of these veclllrS is used to scale Lhe 
opacity of surfaces relative to the opacicy of surrounding voxels. 

The notion of explicitly computing material occupancy and material density is elegant. but 
the aclllal computations are not necessary. Pixar's shading and classification model and Lhe 
model presenled in chapter 2 are capable of producing identical results given appropria1e parame· 
ter selections. Furthermore, the applicability of their technique to any particular dataset is con
strained by the same material adjacency criteria as is described in section 2.2.2.2. Unfortunately, 
many details of their shading model are proprietary, and the ChapVolumes software paclc.age 
hides key shading parameters from Lhe user, making verification of this hypolhesis difficult Sub
jective comparison of images suggests Lhat Pixar usually assigns a lower opacity to surfaces and 
a higher opacicy to voxels lying between surfaces than the examples in this thesis, and that they 
usually render their surfaces with less specular reflection than is used here. 

One significant difference between the two approaches is that Pixar' s surface nonnals are 
computed from classified data (their density array) whereas surface nonnal N(l) in equation (2.1) 
is computed directly from the .original data. The application of a non-linear operatOr prior to sur
face nortnal estimation in their technique has the potential for distorting apparent surface orienta· 
tion. This is particularly uue if the material occupancy classification contains etrorS. In the algo
rithm described in this thesis, shading and classification are entirely independent Classification 
errors may produce Slll'faces that are 100 lraiiSparent or ioO opaque; but their apparent orientation 
will be comc:c. 

Image fonnadon in the Pixar algorithm is perfonned in object order. Specifically, they 
geomelricallf uansfonn each · slice of voxels from object space to image space using two-pass 
resampling techniques (Catmull80], project the slice onto the image plane. and blend it together 
with the projection Conned by previous slices using compositing. The algorithm presented in this 
thesis operates in image order, tr.leing viewing rays from an observer position through the 
dataset Once again. the details or their resampling algorithm are proprietary; making comparis
ons difficult In a series of infortnal experiments, images generated by the two algorithms start
ing from identical arrays of color and opacity were found to be visually indistinguishable. 

The use of an image-order rather than an object-order algorithm has significant computa· 
tiona! advantages, however. as was demonstrated in chapters 3 and 4. Since Pixar's volume 
rendering technique is implemented on specialized hardware whereas the present algorithm is 
implemented in the C language on a general- purpose compute engine; experimental perfonnance 
comparisons are nearly impossible. Shading and classification of a 256 x 256 x 113 voxel dataset 
on the Pixar Image Computer using Chap Volumes software takes about two minutes, and genera
tion of a single image from the resulting array of colors and opacities takes about one minute. 
These timings are roughly equal to the results reported in this thesis. It is presumed that the Pixar 
Image Computer makes up in hardware and optimized fitmware the time it loses by employing a 
fundamentally less efficient algorithm. 

6.Z. Real·time volume rendering 

The near·tertn prospects for real-time volume rendering are encouraging. Kaufman has 
written an exceUent survey of architectures designed for rendering voxel data (K.aufman86a], 
including his own CUBE (CUbic frame Buffer) system currently under development 
[Kaufman88a]. Most of the machines he surveys start by thresholding the incoming data. AI 
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!his writing, lhe fastest system based on volumetric compositing is probably the Pb.ar [mage 
Compute~'. Using a four channel SIMD processor [l.evinthal84} and Pixar's CbapVolwncs 
software pac:kase, lhe Image. Computer can gcnera1e high-quality images in tenS of !eeonds or 
minuw, depending on lhe size of lhc dataSCL Algorithms for ray 11111:ing geometrically defined 
scenes have been developed Cor a number of parallel machine architcclllteS including lhe Connec
tion Machine (Delaney88! and lhe MPP [Oorband88}, but none oC lhesc implementations suppon 
lhe display of volume data. A parallelizable object-order volume rendering algorithm is 
presented in [Westovcr89], but no implemenwion &~:hieving teal-lime upd.are raiCS has yet been 
atiCmpled. 

In [l.evoy89c], a design is prescntcd for a workstation capable of rendering arbitrary mix· 
tures of analytically defined geometry and sampled scalar lields of three spatial dimensions in 
teal-time or near teal-time. The design is based on &he algorilhms presented in this lhcsis. 
Speedups of two additional orden of mapiwde ate obtained by implementing lhcse algorithms 
on Pixel-Planes 5, a massively parallel raster display engine incorporating cuslllm logic-enhanced 
memory chips [Fuchs89b) currently under development at &he University of North Carolina and 
scheduled for completion during the fall of 1989. Although Pixel-Planes S was not explicitly 
designed for volume rendering, its Beltibility makes it surprisingly wen suited to the task. 
According to preliminary estimates, lhe proposed workslation win provide update raiCS of 
between 1 and 20 fra!Jies per seeond (depending on the desired level of refinement) for dalaSCts 
of useful size and complexity. 

6.3. · User interrace design Issues 

User interfaces for existing volume rendering systems ate constrained by lhe inability to 
generate images in teal·timc. Fce4back during selection of rendering parameters is usually pro
vided by nwta·visualizatioM such as 2D plots of color and opacity versus input value, wire-frame 
representations of viewing frusaums and motion palhs, eu:. These ancillary displays complicate 
lhe user in!Ctf&~:e and alienate prospective users. Teaming a compute~' teclutil:ian willl each user 
is not a satisfactory allemative, panicularly in the medicallield. Such intenncdiaries inhibit lhc 
frequent and informal experimentation !hat leads 10 insight. 

If the worlcstation proposed in [l.evoy89c} opaateS in teal-time or near real-time as 
expected, these mcta·visualizationa can be omiud or rclepwd to a supporting role. Sequences 
of volume ~ndcred images would serve as feedback 10 the user of changes made in rendering 
parameters. Ideally, lhe user intetfacc should be trivial As an ClWIIple. radiolog:ic:al viewing 
stations generally provide only one interactive contrOl de~ • a rrackball having two degrees of 
freedom; one axis contrOls the !he position or a density window, and &he second axis controls its 
width. Medical professionals who have used the volume rendering algorithms described in this 
thesis suggest that in order fot volume rendering workstations to gain acceptanCe in clinical set· 
lings, they should have no more than two or at most lhrec such contrOLs. 

As an example of an interface tool !hat meets this criteria for simplicity, let us imagine !hat 
the user is provided with two six-degree-of-freedom input devices such as lhe Polhemus Naviga
tion Sciences's 3SPACE u:acker. One of lhcse baiS (30 plural of mouse. term suggested in 
[W ate88]) controls !he position and orienwion of a 3D region of interest. and lhc second bat 
contrOls lhe position and direction of a point light source. Using the worXstalion proposed in 
[Levoy89c], voxels inside (or outside) lhe region of interest could be highlighted by sc.aling voxe! 
opacities as described in section 2.4 and illustrated by figures 2.13 and 2.14. User feedback 
would be provided by computing 20 crude volume ~ndcred images per !eeond on lhe proposed 
worlcswion. 

One obvious addition to lhe above paradigm is interactive control over observer position. 
Both hands ate already in use, but head position and orientation ate Slill available as inputs to lhc 
system. The position and orientation information retumed by a lhird Polhemus ll'al:ker affixed to 
a head-mounted display system would allow a user to move around and through a 30 scene as if 
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it were actually in the room with them. Since Pixel-Planes 5 is not expected to be capable of 
rendering a moving 256 x 256 x 256 voxel dataset at 30 frames per second as required for a 
head-mounted display system, either the size of the dataset must be reduced. or additional speed
ups must be obtained through hardware or software improvements. 

6.4. Visualization ot multiple fields 

An important problem not addressed in this thesis is how to visualize vector or multiple 
scalar fields. The use of volumetric compositing rather than a binary voxel representation greatly 
expands the variety of physical phenomena that can be accurately simulated. It is theoretically 
feasible to display surfaces having malle or reflective finishes, objects that arc partially translu
cent, not merely partially transparent (the former passes light but diffuses it, making objects 
appear indistinct), and so on. In [Robertson85], realistic shading models arc effectively used to 
visualize multiple 20 scalar fields by assigning one dataset to surface relief and anm.ber to sur· 
face albedo or color. Aside from the efforts of Hoehne [Hoehne87, Hoehne88a] in the medical 
field, little work has been done applying these techniques to three dimensions. One obvious 
approach would be to use the second dataset to modulate the color or opacity computed for vox
els in the first dataset. A more sophisticated method would be to use the second dataset to per
turb the nonnals, shininess, or other properties of the surfaces displayed from the first dataset. 
One might also use the second dataset to modulate parameters of a solid texture applied to the 
first dataset during rendering. 

6.5. How correct Is a volume rendering? 

Current perspective suggests that the applicability of volume rendering to cenain discip
lines - diagnostic radiology in particular • hinges on answering the question: how correct is a 
volume rendering? 

In many applications, the data to be visualized has no visible manifestation in nature. 
Internal anatomic surfaces arc visible during surgery, but seldom in their entirety and seldom 
under the lighting and viewing conditions simulated in volume rendering algorithms. If we treat 
volume rendering as abstraCt visualization, adherence to a consistent physical model is not neces
sary. On the other hand, the human perceptual system expects sensory input to arise from physi
cally plausible phenomena and forms interpretations on that basis. To insure an unambiguous 
interpretation, we should adhere ro a plausible physical model. 

The physical model underlying the shading and visibility calculations described in section 
2.2 is a colored semi-transparent gel in which suspended reflective particles align to form the 
appearance of embedded surfaces. In [Sabella88], identical calculations arc justified by a model 
consisting of varying density emitters. Neither model is particularly intuitive. Who has ever 
seen a gel containing aligned reflective particles or a 3D array of pinpoint light sources? The 
question therefore arises of how valid and useful our interpretation of these visualizatio~ is. 

A closely related issue is the concern raised in section 2.5 that surfaces appearing in 
volume rendered images are not renditions of surfaces present in the original scene. but are 
instead renditions of fuzzy surfaces as they exist in a bandlimited representation of the scene. 
Fuzzy surfaces having no discernible texture do not occur in daily life. Moreover. volume ren
dered surfaces do not look fuzzy; they look precise. The danger therefore exists of interpreting 
these visualizations incorT"CCtly. In particular. features that appear to lie on anatomical surfaces 
may be superficial or may be embedded and arc made visible by a partially transparent rendering 
of the overlying material. Along similar lines, volumetric compositing often causes surface 
silhouette edges to appear uMaturally sharp and misplaced by some fraction of a voxel from 
their true location. Diagnostic radiology requires making subtle judgements of feature size. The 
potential exists of making these judgements incorrectly. 
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One possible solution is to provide alongside each diagnostic image a calibration image 
comaining volume renderings of 30 scan-converled geomeaically defined objects and surfaces. 
ObjectS would be labeled as to density, shape, size, and orienwion, and the image would be gen
erated using rendering paramecers identical to those used to generate lhe diagnostic image. Clini
cians could then make quantitatively accUI'IIIC judgements from the diagnostic image by visual 
comparison to lhe calibration image. With increasing experience, the clinician could be expected 
to make such judgements wilhout the accompanying reference image. An alternative solution 
would be to fit geomelric primitives to the data and automatically quantitate anatomic features 
from the geomeaic representation. We have eliminated fitting of geomelric primitives as unreli
able for presentation of entire datasets, but it might work well locally if guided and verified by 
volume renderings generated directly from the sample data. 
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